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Introduction. 
Only two original items of information about the occurrence of 
Balanus halanoides in Spitsbergen are found in the literature. Birula in 
1906 states that R. /Jalanoides occurs to the south (Gurjanova, Sachs, 
and U schakov, 1925; Madsen, 1936; Taras()v, 1937). Broch (1924) 
mentions a sample in the Zoo l ogical Museum of Oslo labelled "Kapp 
Bruun, on the beach", collected by E. Hansen in 1921 (Stephensen, 1933, 
and Madsen, 1936). According to "The Place Names of Svalbard", 
1942, this locality is identical with Kapp Klaveness on the coast between 
Hornsund and Bellsund, 77° 10' N. lat., 14° E. long. 
During my visit to Spitsbergen in the year of 1948 I found the 
species living in several places, and in the years of 1950 and 1952 I 
undertook an investigation of the occurrence and living conditions of 
Balanus balanoides in these northernmost localities of its habitat. Thc 
results of this study have been laid down in the present paper. 
For their interest and expert help in the reading of the text and in 
the framing of the manuscript, I wish to render grateful acknowledgment 
to Dr. Hj. 8roch, professor of Zoology at the University of Oslo, and to 
Dr. H. U. Sverdrup, professor of Geophysics and director of Norsk Polar­
institutt. Their criticism and advicc werc of the greatest service. I alll 
indebted to Stud. real. Natascha Heintz who translated the Russian 
literature refcrrcd to in the prescnt paper, to Miss Bergliot Mauritz who 
prepared the ph otographs, and to Miss Randi Gulliksen, Miss Spange 
and Mr. Evcnsen who prepared somc of the drawings. Cand. mag. H. 
Sk51voll measur ed the specim cns collected in ! 952. The field work in 
Vestspitshergen was greatly facilitatl'd through the help of my C0111-
panions there: M. Se. J. S. Adams. Caml. philol. O. ChI'. Feyling-Hans­
sen, Stud. real. P. Svendsen, and Stud. rl'al . H. Wang. Finally I thank 
Nor sk Polarinstitutt for financi al support in the pre paration of this paper. 
Paleontologisk Museum, 
University of Oslo, 
February 1953. 
Roll W. Feyling-Hanssen. 
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Abstract. 
Living specimens of Balanus balanoides (Linne, 1766 ) were found 
by the author in the summers of 1948, 1950, and 1952, at various 
localities on the west and north coast of Vestspitsbergen and in the 
fjords of the same region. The northernmost locality is situated at 
800 3,7' N. lat. This is the highest latitude at wich B. balanoides has 
been recorded up to the present. 
B. balanoides has been previously recorded twice in Spitsbergen, 
viz. by Birula in 1906 "to the south", and by Broch in 1924 from Kapp 
Klaveness (770 10' N. lat.) . 
The general distribution of this species is discussed, and a map of 
its total occurrence is given. Records of B. balanoides as a fossil in 
Arctic and Subarctic Pleistocene deposits are considered. 
The morphology of the Spitsbergen specimens is discussed. Some 
()f them recall Darwin's variety «a". 
The occurrences of B. balanoides in Spitsbergen are almost exclusi­
vely associated with cracks and grooves in the substratum. The animal 
was found on hard rocks only. Specimens growing on a more or less sub­
vertical substratum are usually orientated with their carina upwards and 
their rostra down. In none of the localities investigated B. balanoides 
was found living below low-water mark, and in many places it did not 
occur above mid-tide level. 
B. balanoides penetrates far into the fjords of Vestspitsbergen, but 
it has not been observed close to the glaciers at the heads of the fjords. 
The limiting factor here is found to be the suspended minerogenic mud, 
which forms a slippery coating on the substratum in such localities. 
R. balanoides can at least survive one winter in Spitsbergen, 
probably more. In this connection the relation of R. balanoides to the 
ice-foot is discussed. A few remarks have been inserted about breeding 
and reproduction. A brief survey is given of the localities in which 
B. balanoides was observed, and at the end of the paper measurements 
of carino-rostral basal diameters and heights will be found. 
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fig. 1. The Vestspitshergcn localities in which Ha/lIllus /J% lloicil's was ohserved 
by the author. 
D ISTR IBUT ION 
Occurrence of Baiwu(8 (Semibalaull.o.;) 
I)((lanoide.o.; (L) in Spitsbergen. 
In the summer of 1948 living specimens of Balanus balanoides (L.) 
were observed in the littoral of 7 localities in Isfjorden, Vestspitsbergen, 
viz.: 
DaUmal111Soddl'11 ........................... . 
Kapp Linlll' ............................... . 
Longyearbyen ............................. . 
Vindodden . 
Sveltihel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Sassen Hut 
Gipshuken ................................. . August 
-lth 
:lth 
7th 
Hth 
11 th 
22nd 
8th 
In the summer of 1950 the species was found thriving at the fol­
lowing 11 localities in Vestspitsbergen, and some samples were brought 
back: 
Kapp Martin 
J<app Linne 
---»� 
Russekeila ................................. . 
<ironfjorden ................... . 
Kapp Wijk ................................. . 
Sarsbukta "Balanuspynten" ................. . 
Sarshukta "Balanusvika" 
Bra ndaJpyntl'1I .............. . 
Broggerhah'uya I 
Broggerhalnlya 11 
Kvadehllken 
ohsen'ed AU.l;ust 31st sample 
:> Hth sample 
July 2Hth sample 
:jOth sample 
August 2nd samp'e 
» 26th 
» 1 7th 
21 st 
1 :lth 
I :lth 
l!jth 
16th 
S:l1I1PiL' 
In till' SlllllnWI" (If J q52 H. halalloidcs was again ohserVL'd in Vl'St­
spitshergen, and this tillll' also S01l1l' places al ong thl' north coast. Thl' 
species was found living ill the fllllo\\'ing Fl Illcalities: 
Kapp Linlll' ohserved ] lint' 2Hth sample 
. . . .. . . .. ,':; August 29th sample 
Bjornhamna July 8th sample 
.. . . . . . . . Au.gust 2Hth sample 
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Mose0ya 
Kapp Gurnerd ...... . 
Virgohamna . . . . ... . .. . 
Ekholmpynten 
Smeerenburg 
Fuglefjorden 
-»-
Birgerbukta 
Kapp William ....................... . 
Indre Norske0ya ........................... . 
Flathuken ............................ . 
Ayerbukta in Raudfjorden ................... . 
Biskayerhuken ... . ..... . ...... . ..... . ... . 
-»- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Vesle Raudfjorden ......................... . 
<irahuken hut .............................. . 
Urahuken heacon ........................... . 
Bangenhuk ............................... . 
Verlegenhuken ............................. . 
observed July 9th 
9th 
10th 
20th 
20th 
11th 
13th 
August 25th 
July 13th 
August 23rd sample 
July 13th 
}. 14th 
August 24th 
24th 
July 25th 
August 20th sample 
July 27th sample 
]1st 
JIst 
August 3rd 
» 10th 
Ba/anus balanvides has thus been observed living in the littoral of 
Spitsbergen at many localities along the west and north coast and also 
in the fjords of these regions, from Bellsund to Veriegenhuken. Ver­
legenhuken is located at 80° 3,7' N.lat. This is the highest latitude at 
which B. balanoides has been recorded up to the present. 
East of Veriegenhuken the species was searched for on the rocks of 
Lagunepynten, Eolusneset in Sorgfjorden, further south in Sorgfjorden, 
at Crozierpynten, and at Fosterneset. B. balanoides was not found in 
any of these localities. Verlegenhuken, therefore, on Vestspitsbergen 
represents the easternmost limit of distribution for this species along the 
north coast, and it most probably constitutes the northernmost limit of 
distribution in general for this species. 
At Veriegenhuken, however, only two specimens were found, and of 
these, one was dead. The occurrence at Veriegenhuken, therefore, must 
be regarded as occasional. At Bangenhuk (79° 52,5' N .I at. ) on the 
south side of the entrance to Mosselbukta, some more specimens were 
observed. At Grahuken (79° 48,2' N.lat.) too, on the west side of the 
entrance to Wijdefjorden, the species was extremely rare. In general 
the occurrence of B. balanoides along the eastern parts of the north 
coast is more or less occasional. Vesle Raudfjorden and Biskayerhuken 
further to the west had fairly rich populations of B. balanoides, and the 
investigated localities still further to the west and south had evcn richer 
assemblages of the species. 
Nothing is known about the occurrence of R. balanoides along thc 
cast coast of Vestspitsbergcll or on Barents0ya, Edge0ya, Of Nordaust­
landet. 
BALANUS BAlANOIDES IN SPITSBERGEN 1 1  
The pussihility exists that the rather rich occurrence uf this species 
in Vestspitsbergen is associated with the present improvement of the 
climates in the northern hemisphere. This, however, can hardly be judged 
from the sparce records at hand. 
Further distribution. 
Bolonus /Jaiunoides has a very wide geographical distrihution, it 
occurs \loth in Atlant ic and Pacific boreal waters. 
The map, fig. 2, gives the total distribution (If this barnacle. Many 
e!etails of information ahout its occurrence toware!s the Arctic have been 
quoted here frol11 the paper by Madsen (1936), who (p. 67) has presen­
tee! a map showing the distribution of B. halunoides and littoral molluscs 
(Madsell does n o t distinguish between 8. holallllides and littoral l110lluscs 
un his map hut treats them as one characteristic ecological assemblage). 
Hutchins (1 �j47, p. 328) presented a Illap with some records of this 
barnacle. 
According to Madsen (1. c. pp. 12 and 48) B. haialloidcs is »known 
with certainity to occur on the east coast of Greenland as far as, but nut 
north of, about 66°-67° N.lat.« i. c. but slightly north of Angmagssalik. 
Berthelsen (1939, pp. 17-18) did not find it north of Angmassalik (Ct. 
also Stephensen, 1943, p. 20) 1. On the west coast of Greenland the 
species, according to Madsen (1940, p. 3), has its northernmost limit 
at Pf0ven, i. c. about 72° 25' N.lat. Vibe (1939, p. 29) has found Cl 
single specimen of B. balanoidcs at U pernivik, but Madsen (1940, p. 8) 
states that this is evidently occasional. In his paper on crustacea collec­
ted by the Godthaab Expedition 1928, Stephensen (1936, p. 25) writes 
that B. balalloides is, at any rate, found up to about 78° N.lat. at Port 
Foulke on the Greenland side of Smith Sound (see also Stephensen, 
1913, p. 379, Steven, 1938, p. 67, and Hutchin, 1947, p. 328) 
The Godthaab Expedition 1928 found B. balalloidcs on the rocky 
coast of Egedesl11inde, approx. 68° 40' N. lat., but has no record 
of the species further north; in spite of the expedition visiting 
several northern localities, also in the Port Foulke area. In his 
paper "Conspectus Crustaceorulll et Pycnogonidorul11 Grnenlan ­
dicia" Stephensen (1913 ) quotes SOl11e earlier records of 8. balanoides 
in Green land , i. a. at Port foulke. This record dates frol11 StilllPSOIl 
(1864, p. 140), and is the only original record from such a high latitude 
in Greenland waters. (Stephensen, I. c., l11entiones verbal information 
frOI1l Ad. S. Jensen that the s pecies is coml1lonly met with everywhere ill 
Greenland between low- and highwater mark. This is doubtless 
1 In the slimmer uf HISl I have searched in vain for this species ;donl.2: the 
east coast of Greenland from 72° to 7.10, N.lat. 
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erroneous). The material of Sti111pson was collected by the "Late Arctic 
Expedition, under Or. I. I. Hayes " 1860-�61 . Stil11pson ( 1 864) states 
briefly: "Balanlls halanoides Darwin. Lepas balanoides O. Fabr. Fauna 
Gwen!. p. 422. Port Foulke.'· - Ort111ann (1901, pp. 144-168) has 
quoted the record of B. balanoides at Port Foulke given by Stimpson. 
During the Princeton Expeditilll1 Ortmann found the species at Godhavl1, 
Disco Island (69° 14' N .lat. ) "Between the tides (4, and several bro­
ken ) " (1. c. p. 1 46 ) . He also v isited Port Foulke, but did not find 
B. balanoides there. He observes (1. c.): "I have seen also on the rocks 
of the shores of Foulke Fjord remains of a Balanus ( bases only) which 
Illay belong to this species." - This assumption , however, seenls 
unreasonable hecause of tlll' lac k uf Cl calcified hasis in 11. halanoic/es. 
This species leaves no traces at all un the J"(lCk. The fact that Ortmanll 
did not find n. /J{llanoides in Foulke Fjord makes Stimpson ' s record 
rather questi()nahle. - The Sec()nd l\llrwegian Arctic Exped ition witll 
11lL' "FraIlI" visited Fllulke f}ml ill 18�lH amI brought hac k a sam ple 
()j" harn acles froIll Reindeer P()int (Jt1 the north side ()f Foulke Fjllrd 
(:2 - 1 () fathol11s), all being n. (reflatus l-huguiere (CL Bmch, 193ti, p. 4). 
Pro hahly the rec\)]"lls of Stilllps\)n (I. c.) ami OrtI11aI1n (I. c.) SI]()lIld 
Ill' referred to this species. 
Vanhiiffcn (1897) repmts 11./){il{ll1()icies from the Umanak district 
(70020'N.lat.) (Cf. also Weltner, 1898, p.269, and 19()O,p.30:2). 
Broch (1924, p. 8fi) reports it from Egedesminde (where it was also 
found by the Go d thaah Exp.). This record probably alludes to thl' 
specim ens mentioned hy Sars (I �Im), I. c. p. 41 ) : "On small stones, fmIll 
:2 different places." The Second Norwegian Exp. with the "Fram" 
visited Egedesminde and crustacea were collected there in 1898 (Ct. 
Sars, 1909, 1. c. p. 3, where a list is given of the localities visited ill 
1898; the date is July 29tl1, which by a slip of the pen, Broch writes as 
19th) . Stephensen (1936, p. 25) erroneously assumes that this record 
by Sars may apply to Arctic America. 
In "Fauna Groenlandica" (1780) Fahritius has mentioned B. hala­
l1oides. According to Madsen ( 1936 , p. 52) these records concern the 
Fredrikshaab district. Stephensen (1917, p. 308 ) reports 2 specimens 
from Bredefjord (approx . fi ION. lat. ). Still1pson 's record from Port 
Foulke, 1110re than 780 N. lat., thus seems to be very questionable (sec 
also Madsen, 1940, p. 8). 
At the west side of Davis Strait H. halanoides has been found in two 
places, viz. Cumherland Sound and Arctic Island, approx. (-)fio N. lat. 
(Cf. Pilshry, 191(-), p. 188; and also Stephensen, 1936, p. 25 ; Tarasov, 
1937, p. 53; Madsen, 1940, p. 13). Darwin (1854, pp. 2fi7-272) 
reports it from North America in lat. 66" 34', and from Labrador , Nova 
Scotia southward to Delaware (Bay) (approx. 39°N. lat. ). Pilsbry (191fi, 
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pp. 183 and 188) has not found it south of Ocean City, New Jersey, hut 
Hichards, (1930, 1931) has recorded it from Cape Charles, Virginia. 
From Lahrador Pilsbry (I. c. p. 188 ) gives three localities: Rigolet, Nain, 
ami one only named Labrador. (Mad sen, 1940, p. 13, e r roneously writes 
that Pilshry, 1916, mentions Naill - approx. 56° N. ast he northernmost 
known locality of H. halanoides. ) Packard (1865) has reported R. halll­
lloides from Lahrador, and so has Tanner (1944, p. 240). 
Madsen (1936, p. (8) suggests that the entire northern coast of thl' 
North American continent should prohably he referred to his suhan:tic 
province which is thus suited to support a littoral fauna including R. Iw/a­
noides. No record, however, of this species is available from these coasts, 
or from other parts of Arctic America. Weltner (1900, p. 302) has 
quoted a report of B. halanoides in Arctic America from Kumlien (1879). 
The latter, however, only mentions a locality in Cumberland Sound. 
southern Baffin Land (Cf. Smith in Kumlien, 1879, p. 139). 
In the Pacific, B. balanoides has heen recorded by Pilshry (1916, 
p. 188) from three localities in Alaska, viz. U nalaska, Cold Bay, and 
Sitka. He finds, however, that only the specimens from U nalaska 
(approx. 53°-54° N. lat.) are referable to the Atlantic form of B. hala­
noides, "Other Alaskan forms seen may be segregated as a subspecies" 
(1. c. p. 187). According to Shelford (1930) B. balanoides thrives Otl 
the eastern side of the Bering Strait. Henry (1942, pp. 100 and 126) has 
observed it at Captains Harbor (Unalaska Island) and at Ketchikan 
(Alaska), its northern limit on the western coast of North America being 
Sitka (approx. 57° N. lat.) and its southern limit Unalaska (approx. 
53,5° N. lat.). (The record of B. balanoides from Monterey, California, 
by Ricketts and Calvin, 1939, is queried by Henry.) 
On the western side of the Pacific B. balanoides has been recorded 
in Japan (Hiro, 1935; cf. Henry, 1942, p. 126, Hutchin, 1947, p. 328). 
Tarasov (1937, p. 53) has found it in the Amur Bay (at the mouth of 
the Amur river and in the Ochotsk Sea. 
As far as is known the species has not been recorded on the Arctic 
coast of Sibiria hetween the Bering Strait and the Kara Sea. From the 
Kara Sea, however, it has heen reported hy Baino-Hodzevich (1923, in 
the Baidarata Bay), and hy G urjanova (1932, p. 182, locality not given). 
Tarasov (1937, p. 53) presumes that the specimens found in the Bai­
darata Bay do not hreed there, hut have drifted in as larvae. This poin t 
of view is also held by Madsen (1940, p. 13) Iwcause of the con stan t 
easte rly current through the Yugor Strait. 
Strelnikov (1929, p. 932) has reported H. ha/alloides from Varnek 
Bay on the southern side of Vaigatsh Island. Tarasov (1937, p. 53) has 
recorded it at the same lucality "on stunt's in the littoral". Hot'k (1882, 
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p. ()t)) reports R. ha/aTloides from Matotchkin Strait, Novaya Zemlya 
(approx. 73° 20' N. lat.), at 2�11 fatholl1s (August 21-25tll, 1878), 
again quoted by Schaper (I �22, p. 239), Stephensen (1913, p. 379), 
a III I Weltnl'r (1900, p. 3ll2)1 (See also Uschakov, 1931). 
Westwards fWIll Novaya Zemlya, R. hu/aTloides has been reported 
fmlll Chesllskaya Guba by Gurjan()va (1929) and by Rrotzky and Zl'nke-
1 Broch ( 1024), pp. 0 and 114) believes that Hoek's record is based on 
specimens of Ra/anlls ("renatlls Bruguiere, which is common at all depths 
around No\'aya Zemlya. Considering, however, the description of the 
specimens given hy Hoek, this does not seem so certain, Hoek (1 HH2, p. tit)) 
writes: "Die lang-cylindrische form der W. Barents-Exemplare macht es 
schwer diese Art von dem nah verwandten Ralanlls crenatlls Brug. ZlI lIflter­
scheiden. Nach dem Fehlen der kalkigen Basis, nach der Structur der 
Mundtheile und dem Fehlen des kleinen Dorns an der Basis des Penis ZlI 
urtheilen, gehijren die mir vorliegenden Exemplare zu B. halalloidcs, Linl1. 
Spec." 
The lack of a calcified basis points to the subgenus Scmiha/alllls 
Pilsbry, 1016, within which, B,.iJa/anoides seems to be the only species 
consistent with the description hy Hoek. The posibility of Hoek's species 
being B. crcnatlls seems to he precluded also by the lack of a dorsal point 
at the basis of the penis. This characteristic is stressed both hy Darwin 
(1854, p. 270) and Broch (1924, p. 85). Thus, even if some B. crellaills from 
the Barents Sea have been without a so called "inteapicale Area" (Broch, 
L c. p. 81), and even if the calcified hasis should have been sufficiently delicate 
to be overlooked by Hoek, the lack of a point at the basis of the penis 
precludes the specimens from Matotchkin Strait from belonging to 
B. crenaills. 
B. halanoides should after all be able to thrive at the southwestern 
parts of Novaya Zemlya, According to Grieg (1924, p. 5), Strelnikov (1922), 
and Messjatzew (1931), !I1ytillls cdll/is L. occurs there, indicating mon' 
favourable ecological conditions than in Spitsbergen, where MytilllS edlllis 
is only fOllnd as a fossil in Pleistocene deposits (Cf. i. a. Odhner, 1915). 
The reason, however, why Broch (1924, p. 114) doubts the occurrence 
of B. balanoides in Novaya Zmelya is not only the northerly position of this 
locality, but also the information from Hoek (1882, p. 66) that the specimens 
were caught inhetween depths of 2 and I1 fathoms (3,6-20 m, aL'L'ordin�: 
to Weltner, 1900, p. 302). This does flot conform to the view that B. /Ja/a­
,zoidcs exclusively helongs to the tidal zone and that it is an essential con­
dition for the animal to be sometimes exposed at ehh tide. 13roch (I. L·. p. 
1 13) writes: "Oberhaupt muss man jede Angabe liber tiefere Fundorte mit 
grlisstem Misstrauen behandeln." --- Tarasov (1937, p. 54), however, hold" 
the view that, as a rule B. balaT/oides is at littoral form hut that under extra­
ordinary environmental conditions it may be found submerged into tht' 
sublittoral. Shaper (1922 pp. 244-246) reports B. balalloides from () III tt) 
45 m. Kruger (1927, p. 14) reports that the species has been taken in the 
Kattegat at depths of � and 35 m. Antevs (192H,  p. 490) states that B. halu­
noidcs has been recorded at depths from 0 to 90 m (Cl. also Stephensen, 
1933, p. 12 1, and Gurjanova, 1929). 
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witsch (1932).1 Further, it is reported frolll the White Sea (Weltner, 
1898, p. 269, and 190D, p. 302; Stl'phenSl"ll, 1913, p. 379; Derjugin, 
1928) and frolll the Mllrlllall CI)ilst (SkpllenSl'Il, 19]6, and Derjugin, 
1928) . 
Frolll Hj\HlH1ya (Bcar Islalld, approx.74 30' N. lat.) this species 
has heell recorded ()nly ()IlCC, viz.: hy Urhall (188()) who reports having 
caught it at a depth of 4�) Ill. This remrd has heell quoted hy several 
authors. Broch (1924, p. 114) presul11es that the species taken hy U rhall 
at Hj0rn0ya has prohahly lwen n. ha/af/lIs (L.), as this species is C()IlI­
I111Hl in tlw area and at the depth indicatl'd. ()Il OIL' other Ililnd, H. ha/lI­
l10ides 1l1ay lw expected at Bj0nH1Y�1. 
H. ha/a/1oides occurs Oil till' coasts or Iceland (Cr. Weltlll'1", 1898, 
p. 2ti9, and Ortlllanll, 1901, p. 14ti). Frolll Jail Maycll no record secl11s 
t() he at hand (Parat and Devillers, 1 �l3ti). 
In Norway the species occurs all alollg tl1l' mast. As t() ddails till' 
reader is referred to B wcll (1924). 
Furtllcr south n. /Ja/u/1oidcs is recorded fl"l)l11 the r:uropeall coasts 
to Portugal a III  till' Awres, ab()ut 3Q" N. lat. (Weltner, 19()O, p. 302; 
Schaper, 1�122, p. 2:3�I; Skpensell, 1<l3] ;Tllll lQ3f)). Darwin (1854, 
p. 272) does not helievc that H. ha/a/1l!idc.\' extends its habitat int() tilL' 
Mediterraneall, and Scllaper (I. c.) writes: "DcI' als Litoralforlll eLlry­
therl11c B. ba/u/1oidcs scheillt gegell Anderungen illl Salzgehalt sehr CIllP­
findlich ZLl sein, dellll wcdcr leht er illl salzigell Mittell11cer,� noch <111ch ill 
del' salzanllcll Ostsee ()ller ill hrachischen Fluss-l11iimlungell." The view, 
that n. lia/a/1oidcs is unable to withstand low salillities, is held also hy 
Prennant and Teissier (1929). At la I(ance, however, it has beell found 
in water of only 0,451)ioo (Fischer--Pil'tte, 192�). -- Concerning its 
occurrence towards the entrance of the Baltic Sl'e Aurivillius (18�)5 and 
1898), N ilssoll-Calltell ( 1 921 ), Stephellsen and U ssing ( 1918), 
Kriiger (1927 and 1927 a, the la Iter with a 111ap, p. 18). 
According to this review the habitat of Hu/a/1lls /w/anuidcs Oil both 
sides of the Atlantic Ocean extends southwards to about 39'" N. lat. Its 
1 Sroch (193G,p.5) has reexamined a sample of specimens from Cheshskaya 
Ciuha; they proved to he 8. crcTwtllS. Sroch (H124 and I�JjG) assumes that 
B. halarlOidcs has its eastern limit towards the Arctic somewhere alon.�· the 
Murman coast. According to the records cited above this limit ought to be 
moved estwards to Baidarata Bay, or to the entrance of the Kara Sea. 
In his paper "Studien an adriatischen Balanen" Kolosvary (EI37, pp. 553 
555) has dealt with the shape of specimens of 8. halaT/oiilcs taken in the 
Adriatic by the Hungarian "Najade" Expedition (EIU-- I-l). His drawings, 
however, do not resemble this species at all, ami from his rather indistinct 
text it seems obvious that his specimens do not belong to B. {wlaT/oiiIcs. In 
a later paper on the total distribution of Adriatic cirripedes (Kolosvary, 
I �13(I, pp. I G 1 --- 172) R. balanoidcs has been omitted. 
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northernmost finding place today is Verlegenhuken, Vestspitsbergen, at 
8003,7' N. lat. 
The discontinous al11phiboreal distribution of this species, viz. its 
occurrence in the northern Atlantic and the northern Pacific, and its 
absence along the Siberian and North American Arctic coast, is explained 
by Broch ( 1 924, 1 926, 1 927, and 1937) by the occurrence of the Post 
Glacial warmer period. Broch presumes that during this warmer period 
B. balanoides had a continuous distribution along the Arctic coasts, and 
that it disappeared there, when the climate again became less favourablc. 
Occurrence in the Arctic Pleistocene. 
Balanus balanoides is recorded as a fossil from a terrace at Lal11-
poschnja some 20 km from the town of Mesenj (approx. 660 N. lat.) 
south of the Kanin Peninsula (Knipowitsch, 1 904, p. 1 9 1 ,  with a "?"). 
It has once been recorded from \Vest Grecnland where it was found in a 
terrace between 1 6,6 and 20 m above sea level, Lerbugten at Claushavn 
(approx. 69° N.lat.) (Harder, Jcnsen, and Laursen, 1 949, p.78). In 
Spitsbergen it has bccn found as a fossil in a raised beach 16,3 m above 
sea level in Sassentjorden, the inner part of lsfjorden (78" 25' N. lat.) 
(Feyling-Hanssen and J0rstad, 1950, p. 25) '. 
Thus records of H. balanoidcs from Pleistocene depusits along arc­
tic and subarctic cnastal areas arc extraordinarily rarc. The reason is 
that this species, partly ()wing to its lack of calcified basis, generally 
occurs in the deposits as single compartments and operculars, ur frag­
ments of compartments. Thest' arl' small and may casily be overlooked, 
()r if considered, recorded only as 'fragments of Halanus', or 'Halanus 
sp.'. Probably also S011lC ot the recorded H. crcnatlls may have been 
R. halanoides. Old shell of H. halanoides are not easily ciistiguished frllll1 
old R. crenatus, especially when the paril'lal tubes of H. halanoides are 
not sec(lndarily filled up with calcart'olls Illaterial. 
Frol1l Spitslll'rgcll Knipuwitsch (I �JO()) mentions H. porcata:, 
(-�- H. halanus) as a fossil fWIll many l(lcalities; from Grol1nfjorden he 
only records Halanlls_ Elt()1l and Badcll-Powell (1931) and Baden­
Powell (1939) ()nly report H. halanus. Tll is species is recorded by most 
investigators uf the Pleistocene of Spitsbergl'n, somc of them havc als() 
Illentioned R_ crrllatus (Cf. Blol1lstrand, 1 H64, Ciister, 1925, Heer, 1870, 
Hoe!, 1�)14, Lamplugh, 1911, Nordmanll , IQI2, Hagg, 1950, 1951 and 
I ,thers). 
1 Hoel (1�J14, p, :Fi) recorded from the head uf \\()odijorden 2- 3 m abuve 
the sea "des restes d'un Haial/lls: mais a defaut de la p1aljue de base, je ne 
puis decider si ran a il faire au Haianlls crC!wtll,I' - uu au Ha/anlls haia­
noidcs". 
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From Bj0rn0ya (Bear Island) no record of fossil B. halanoides ha,; 
come to my knowlege. 
From Iceland only B. porcatus, B. crenatlls, and Balanlls sp. are 
recorded as fossils (Ct. Bardarson, 1921). 
Even from the thoroughly investigated Greenland the find at Claus­
havn, quoted above, seems to be the only record of Pleistocene B. balano­
ides. Dan Laursen (1944 and 1950) , who has reviewed the previous 
literature about the Greenland Pleistocene, mentions B. balanus, 
B. crenatus, and B. lzameri, but not B. balanoides. 
Also the Fifth Thule Expedition to Arctic North America (Fox 
Basin area - Southampton Island to Cockburn Land) did not obtain 
this species from Pleistocene deposits (Ct. Dan Laursen, 1946) . 
From the Ellesmere Land area no record of fossil B. balanoides 
seems to be available. Holtedahl (1917) mentions Balanus sp. at Pim 
Island, Moskusfjord, and from Jones Sound. 
From Novaya Zemlya no record of this species as a fossil is at 
hand; Grcmlie (1 �l24) does not mention it from the Pleistocene of that 
region. 
V. Tanner (1907, 1907 a, E)30) has no record of B.halanoides as 
a fossil from the Pleistucene of Northern Finland and Finnmark, but 
mentions 'fragments of Balanids', and Balanus sp. from several localities. 
This brief account, in which only sOllle of the numerous papers 
dealing with Pleistocene fossils from arctic and sub arctic regions have 
been considered, shows 1) that Balanlls halanoides occurs as it 
PIeistocene fossil in the Kanin Peninsula, in Spitsbergen, and in Green­
land. 2) that many authors have not identified all Balanids present in 
their material. 3) that, accordingly, B. balanoides presumably occurs in 
the Pleistocenc deposits of a great many more localities than those 
stated. Probably the species may be found in any deposit from the 
Post Glacial warm period within the region, containing littoral forms. 
The finds of the species in Greenland and Spitsbergen were made in 
deposits dating from that period. 
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MORPHOLOGY 
Description. 
The shape of Balanus balanoides varies from a low cone with more 
or less ribbed or folded walls, usually with a small orifice, to cylindric 
or club shaped with an orifice larger than the basis (cf. i. a. Schafer, 
1952, and Caspers, 1949). 
In Spitsbergen almost exclusively conical or patelliform individuals 
have been found. They vary in height, apparently according to local 
conditions. Most adult specimens have settled in cracks and grooves. 
The specimens growing in deeper fissures tend to be taller than specimens 
from shallower ones. 
Only in one locality, viz. Birgerbukta (Cf. p. 45) obviously crowded 
populations were observed. Accordingly the only clearly elongated 
forms were found there. In the other localities the specimens were 
growing solitary or in small clusters seldom containing more than some 
50 individuals. 
Most of the Spitsbergen specimens are moderately folded (Cf. PI. I 
and II). Taller forms are generally more smooth, whereas especially 
low-conical specimens may be strongly ribbed, c. g. those from Brandal­
pynten (PI. Ill). Dons (1946) mentions the assumption that specimens 
growing in localities exposed to heavy wave action should develop 
a strongly ribhed surface, the less ribbed individuals living under quieter 
conditions. He has, however, (194n, p. 200) found both variants in 
sheltered localities with quiet water. This also holds good in SpitsbergL'n. 
Krandalpynten is evidently a quid and protected locality, whereas Kapp 
Linn\\ even at the anchorage, is far more exposed to heavy seas; 
nevertheless, feebly folded forms were rather comlllon there. 
The size of R. balanoides seems to increase towards the north in 
Spitsbergen. At Kapp Martin (77° 43,2' N. lat.) the largest specimen 
found had a carino-rostral basis diallleter of 11,4 mm, the largest 
specimen from Kapp Linne (78° 3,8') 11,9 1l11ll, Rrandalpynteil 
(78° 5n,4') 13,n 111111, Rj0rnhamna (79" 38,n') 14,8 mm, and Biskayer­
hl1ken 79° 52,5' In,1 mill (Cf. fig. 13, p. 40). 
The tubes of the parietes in the Spitsbergen specimens are in most 
cases not secondarily filled up (Fig. 3). The tubes are either small and 
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Fig. 3. Some compartments 
of Baianlls baianoides (L.) 
Above: Carinolaterale (left) 
and Laterale of a specimen 
from Kapp Martin. X 1 7. 
Call. Nr. 1 62. - Below, left: 
Rostrum of a specimen from 
Kapp Linne. Call. Nr. 1 51 .  
Below right: Lataerale of 
another specimen from Kapp 
Linne. Call. Nr. 150. Author 
del. 
irregularly rounded, or regular square tubes. All transitions are found. 
They intermingle in the different localities, and even within the same 
specimen. Often the lateralia have developed regular tubes, whereas the 
carino-Iateralia and rostrum of the same specimen have only narrow pores. 
In Spitsbergen specimens I have never observed the corrosion of 
the outer lamina elsewhere so common, and therefore neither the longitu­
dinal tubes nor their transverse septa can be observed externally. On 
the inner surface of the plates, however, the septa in many specimens 
appear as dark lines shining faintly through the thin inner lamina. 
I n some specimens the parietal tubes are closed along the entire 
basal edge (PI. VIII, fig. 2), or only along some parts of it. 
Most specimens with secondarily solid parietes occurred at Brandal­
pynten. 
These features of Balanus balanoides in Spitsbergen deviate to 
some degree from those of Norwegian specimens. According to Broch 
(1924, pp. 84-87) Norwegian specimens generally have solid compart­
ments, the parietal tubes secondarily being filled up. He regards this 
as a significant feature which, in many cases, distinguishes this species 
from B. crenatllS. Broch points to this (I. c. p. 71) as being especially 
important in Pleistocene geology when isolated compartments or frag-
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Fig. 4. Circumscribed scutal triangles showing differences in the basai-tergal angles. 
A and B scuta from a Norwegian specimen (A: Broch, 1924, PI. I I I  fig. 17 d. B· 
Broch, 1924, PI. I I I  fig. 17 c). C and D, Spitsbergen specimens (C from Brandal­
pynten, D from Russekeila). E and F specimens from Nahant, Massachusetts (E: 
Pilsbry, 1916, PI. 45, fig. 2 a, F: PI. 45, fig I a). G from a specimen from New 
Haven, Connecticut (Pilsbry, I.e. PI. 44, fig. 5 a). H from a specimen of B. balanoides 
calcaratlls Pilsbry, 1916 (Pilsbry, I. c. PI. 45, fig. 3 a). 
Fig. 5. Two Opercular valves of a specimen of B. balanoides from Kapp Linne, coil. 
July 28th 1950 (Nr. 75). 
a. Scutum, external view, b. tergum, external view, c and d internal view of the 
same valves (author del). 
ments of compartments, require specific identification. The character 
should, however, be of dubious value in Spitsbergen. - Only from 
one of his 17 Norwegian localities, viz. ]eitingen, does Broch (I. c. p. 87) 
mention some specimens with open parietal tubes. 
With respect to the presence of well-developed regular tubes 1110st 
of the Spitsbergen specimens resemble Darwin's variety "a". 
There is a remarkable difference in the shape of the scuta of Spits­
bergen specimens as compared with the scuta of the Norwegian specimen 
figured by Broch (1924, PI. 1II, figs. 17c, d). This difference is most 
plainly seen when the scutum is circumscribed by a triangle (fig: 4). The 
angle between the basal and tergal line in this triangle seems to be larger 
in the Spitsbergen specimens than in the specimen figured by Broch. 
This basi-tergal angle is in all observed scuta of Spitsbergen specimens 
larger than 90° (360 grading), in most of them even more than 100°. 
Two specimens from Russekeila have basi-tergal angles measuring 101 ° 
and 109° (fig. 4d), and a scutum from Brandalpynten has 0. = 101 ° 
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Fig. 6. Balanus balanoides (L.) from Spitsbergen. a. Maxillce. b. Mandibles. 
c. Labrum. d. Pal pus. 
(fig.4c). In the two scuta of B. balanoides figured by Broch the basi­
tergal angles are approx. 85° and 76° (fig. 4a, b). When scuta from 
Spitsbergen specimens are compared with the scuta figured by Pilsbry 
(1916, PI. 44-45) it appears that they resemble Pilsbry's figs. la and 
lb PI. 45, more than any others of his figures (fig.4f). Pilsbry's figs. 
1 a and 1 b (PI. 45) represent the two scuta of a specimen of the "var. 
(a)" from Nahant, Massachusetts. Taken together the figures of scuta 
in the literature (e. g. Darwin, Pilsbry, Broch) display a great variation 
in this character, the taxonomic value of which cannot be judged at 
present. 
The tergum is usually narrow with a very strong triangular articular 
ridge, and with the inflection of the scutal margin remarkably deep and 
broad. In the present Spitsbergen specimens the spur is generally 
pointed and more or less narrow (PLV and VI). It is very seldom 
rounded to a degree comparable with the spur of B. crenatlls. In some 
specimens from Brandalpynten (PI. V, b) the tergum has a decidedly 
narrow, tapering, and rather long spur recalling B. balanoides calcaratlls 
Pilsbry, 1916 (PI. 45, figs. 3 and 4b). In other specimens from the 
same locality, the spur is of a more ordinary shape, shorter and broader. 
On the whole, all transitions in shape of the tergal spur may be traced 
among Spitsbergen specimens of B. balanoides, although a really 
rounded spur is very seldom. Crests for the depressor muscle are well 
developed in all specimens (PI. V, m). 
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Labrum usually has a variable number of tee th on each side of the 
central notch. A specimen from Brandalpynten had :5 teeth on each side, 
those nearest to the central notch being the smallest (fig. 6c). 1\�andibles 
with the fourth teeth small, or even rudimentary (fig. 6 b). In a specimen 
from Brandalpynten one mandible shows a sligh t bifurcation of the 
third tooth (fig. 6b upper right), another specimen had quite ordinary 
mandibles. Broch (1924, p. 86) mentions that in some Norwegian 
specimens the second tooth shows a tendency towards bifurcation. 
Maxillae with about 8 larger spines and numerous smaller ones. 
The cirri do not seem to differ from those of B. balanoides from 
other regions. The sixth cirrus of a specimen from Brandalpynten had 
30 segments, each segment supporting six pairs of distinct spines, ill 
some segments only five pairs could be observed, and in some others 
there was an extra pair of very tiny spines, these segments thus carrying 
seven pairs. This same specimen, which generally had six pairs of 
spines on each segment of the sixth cirrus, had terga with rather narrow 
and tapering spurs. 
Discussion. 
111 many respects the specimens of Balanus balanoides from Spits­
bergen approach more the var. (a) Darwin, 1854, than the ord inary 
type, owing to the general shape of the tergal spur, which is pointed and 
only very seldom rounded. Furthermore, the existence of regular, open 
parietal tubes, and to some extent the outline of the scuta coincide with 
var. (a). Nearly all transitions, however, in these characters from one 
extreme to another, seem to exist among the specimens from Spitsbergen. 
The var. (a) is characterized also by numerous segments on the sixth 
cirrus, and especially in the great numbers of spines on each segment 
- usually 7 or 8 pairs. This character too is variable in Spitsbergen 
specimens, and does not seem necessarily to be associated with terga 
having long, narrow, and pointed spurs. 
Some specimens, especially some of those from Brandalpynten, 
show affinities to the subspecies Balanus balanoides calcaratus Pilsbry, 
19 16. These affinities are most plainly observed in the opercular valves 
P I. V, figs. a, b, c); the extremely narrow spur of the tergum especi­
ally points towards this subspecies. This character, however, varies 
greatly in specimens from this same locality. 
Summing up the characters found in specimens of Balanus balano­
ides from Spitsbergen it should, in spite of the variability, be emphasized 
that 1) clearly elongated forms have been observed only in one locality, 
2) regular, open parietal tubes are commonly met with, 3) the spur 
of the tergum is generally more or less pointed, and 4) the basitergal 
angle of the scutum is usually obtuse, generally about 100° (360-
graduation) . 
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RELATION TO ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
Relation to substratum and tide. 
The p o p ulations of Ha/onus halanoides in S pitsbergen are poor. 
have nowhere observed in Spitslwrgen wa ters the continuuus white 
lining of the littoral of rocky Cllasts so cOllll1lonly met with ill Illore 
s outherly regions. The occurrence of n. hu{anoidcs in Spitsherge n  is 
almost ex clusiv ely associated with cracks and gr()oves in the suhstratum. 
Thus thE' mck within the littmal of a COJst in Spitshe rgen may appear 
to be quite clevoid Ill' fi. halanoid('s whl'1l ohst'rvcl! at a d istancl' of SI)I1lC 
few meters, a closer examination, howl'vl'r, lt sually reveals small assem­
blies in fissures and clepr e ssions. In such places the animal seems III 
grow under good conditions, well protected against heavy waves and 
drifting ice. The frequency of individuals along a coast in Spitshergen 
is therefore closely related to the frequency of suitable clefts ami depres­
sions in the littoral of the ruck surface. 
It seems as if cypris larvce of R. halanuidcs are provided with the 
ability tl) select the most suitahle place for settling, as also j uvenile incli­
viduals evide n t l y  ()ccur exclusively in more protected spots. The ('xr1a­
nation, however, may he that the young balanids which may have settled 
on more exposed parts of the ruck had already vanished before obser­
vations were made in the locality. On the other hand, Vischer ( 1928, 
p. 330) has described how the cypris larva� ll10ve about the surface on 
which they are going to settle, apparently testing it until they find a 
suitable place. (For further account regarding this question the reader 
is referred to Vischer, 1928; Vischer and LlIce, 1928; Neu, 1933, !v\oore, 
1935 b; Fischer-Piette, 1932, and Schafer, 1952). 
Specimens growing on more or less subvertical substratulll are 
usually orientated with the carinas upwards and the rostra downwards. 
This orientation is lllost probably caused by the light conditions; the 
carina and terga being turned towards the I igh t (Cf. Schwarz, 1932, 
p. 438). This orientation was very distinct at Brandalpynten and at 
Kapp  Martin. Moore (1935 b, p. 295) has described how barnacles, if 
there is a continuous flow of water over the surface uf attachment, tend 
to attach themselves with their axis along the direction uf the current, 
and that barnacles which have settled closely alung cracks and gruoves 
in the rocks are frequently orientated with their long axis along the 
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Pig. 7. Balalllls balalloidcs in Spitsbergen keeps to cracks and grouves ill the sub­
stratum. Schematic section frum Brandalpynten, Ny Alesund, at luw water tide. 
A ugust 15th H150. 
groove. Such orientatiol1s probably occur with R. halanoides also in 
Spitsbergen, but they have not heell noticed. 
Balanlls halo no ides seems tll prefer harder rocks as supporting 
substratum. Al l specimens fr01ll Spitsbcrgell ,,"cre collected from hard 
rocks, and no individua l was observed growing on If)user shales or rocks 
easily affected by weathering. MOlln' (I (j3D, p. 531) points I lu t that 
only harder rocks form substrata suitahk fill' barnacles. (For details 
about substrata for the Spitsbergen samples see p. 39 and following.) 
B. balanoides furthermore requires a rigid substratum, i. e. it is usually 
found on bedrock, or on blocks and boulders large enough to withstand 
the forces of waves and currents without being set in motion.1 
Balanlls balanoides in Spitsbergen generally occurs about mid-tid'� 
level. Only in a few localities it was observed up to high-water level, 
but on the whole its upper limit seems to be decidedly lower than in more 
souther ly localities. Its lower limit is low-water mark. It was never 
observed below that level. 
Distribution within the fjords. 
Balanlls balanoides penetrates far into the fjords of Vestspitsbergen, 
but it does not occur close to the glaciers at the heads of the fjords. In 
general the innermost parts of the fjords do not seem to be populated 
by this species. The limiting factor is most likely the suspended minero­
genic mud, probably in connection with low salinity. 
Observations made in Isfjorden in July 1901 by Johan Hjort, and 
quoted by N ansen (1 9 12, p. 56), show decreasing salinity on the surface 
towards the inner end of the fjord.:! This decrease in salinity, at least 
during summer months, is closely related to the glaciers which ar� 
1 On the shore in Gnmfjorden specimens were found growing on a stone of 
diabase lying loosely on the shore and being of quite a moderate size. This 
locality was very sheltered. 
The conditions found in Lilliehoiikfjord (in Krossfjorden) are not normal. 
Nansen (1920, p. 256) mentions that strong north winds, which had blow;} 
for several successive days, might partly have swept the surface layer out 
of the fjord (Lilliehookfjorden extends N-S). 
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usually found at the heads of the fjords. Just outside the glaciers, and 
a lso at the river mouths, the surface layer may sometimes be nearly 
fresh, and is very often brackish (Cf. Nansen, 1922, p. 30). This surface 
layer is usually rather thin (a few centimetres) and it is generally 
saturated with mud. This mud is composed of clayey material, part ly in 
collodial suspension, washed out of the glacial moraines by melt-water. 
The mud seems to remain in the melt-water for a long time while this is 
floating out from the glacier. Due to its lower density, the melt-water 
keeps to the surface and does not mingle easily with the water of the 
fjord. Thus in such places, the surface layer forms an opaque, light 
cover over the dark fjord water, this latter appearing when an oar or a 
boat's propeller, for a moment splits the cover. These conditions are so 
conspicuous that they may easily he observed at a long distance from 
a plane (PI. IX). The border between the mud-bearing melt-water and 
the water of the fjord may appear remarkably well defined. 
It is certain that this mud is more active as a limiting factor, re­
garding the distribution of B. balanoides, than the low salinity. 
It is an often quoted opinion that B. balanoides is unable to with­
stand low salinities (i. a. Schaper, 1922; Broch, 1924; Prennant and 
Teissier, 1929). Fischer-Piette (1929), however, found it at la Rance 
in water with a salinity as low as 0,45 0/00 (see p. 16). Genera lly, 
however, it prefers the rather high sa linities of the open coasts. 
Balanlls balanoides, like other barnacles, can close its aperture and 
so protect itself from a temporary lowering of the salinity of the sur­
rounding water (Ct. Moore, 1939, p. 530). I f low salinity is a more 
permanent condition, but associated with a rather thin surface layer of 
the water, as is the case in the inner fjord regions, the animal will suffer 
least from the harmful effect of this surface water by settling  in the 
lower part of the tidal zone. In this position the animal spends the 
greater part of the time in water with a comparatively high salinity. 
About low-water tide, when reached by the disadvantageous surface: 
layer, the animal can close its aperture. B. balanoides should therefore 
be able to spread to the innermost parts of the Spitsbergen fjords and 
maintain its population there. Since, however, it is generally absent from 
those parts of the fjords, the most likely limiting factor is the mud. 
Most of the mud is continuously deposited at the bottom of the 
fjord from the glaciers front and some thousand meters outwards. Some 
of the mud, however, settles within the tidal zone. Due to the motion 
of the water the deposition of mud in this zone is, in general, scanty but 
a small amount of clay particles adheres to stones and rock surfaces on 
the beach, enough to form a coating of the substratum rendering it 
impossible for the cypris larvce to settle on it. The larvce of B. balanoides 
usually require a clean substratum for attachment. 
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Such a coating of the beach material is most likely formed during 
the summer months when the flow of melt-water from the glaciers is 
considerable. In favourable years, when the larva; of B. balanoides 
settle rather early in the summer, they will find the mud content of the 
water lower than it is later in the summer, and this may account for 
some discoveries of the barnacle in rather muddy water. 
Specimens of B. balanoides observed in Adventfjorden in 1948, at 
the quay of Longyearbyen, were growing in fairly muddy water. They 
were few and scattered. Neither in the summer of 1950 nor in 1952 the 
species was observed in this locality. On the 110rth side of Coraholmen 
(Cora Island) in Ekmanfjorden, B. balanoides was thoroughly searched 
for but in vain; the water was very muddy there and the beach very 
slippery. 
Length of life. 
From measurements of carino-rostral basal diameters of speciJllen� 
from Spitsbergen and from the general appearance of the colonies, it 
seems evident that Balanus balanoides in Spitsbergen is, at least biennial. 
Measurements have been made from the different collecting loca­
lities. In many specimens both diameter and height have been measured 
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but, as the height is to a certain degree dependant ()Il the character of 
the substratum (Ct. p. 19), the carino-rostral basal diameter has been 
taken as representative of the size of the barnacle, as i. a. by Runnstriili1 
(1925, p. 37). Vo lumes have not been calculated (Cf. Muore, 1934, 
pp. 852-861). The Illeasurements are found in the tables at the end 
of this paper; the results of the measure l11ents frol11 three loca l ities are 
a lso given in the diagrams (figs. 8-9). 
The diagrams (from 1950) show two clearly defined gr()ups ill 
each sample: one group containing only small indiv idua ls with basal 
diameters about 1-2 mm, the other consisting of individua ls with 
diameters up to about 11 mm. 
The individuals of the first group are the newly-settled spat, ani­
mals which attached themselves in the early summer of the same year. 
Their size and development stage compared with Norwegian specimens 
indicate an age of approximately one month. They are also easily 
distinguished from older individuals by their general appearance; their 
shells are partly translucent due to their being only feebly calcified, and 
accordingly, also very fragile. Their opercular valves are the primordial 
ones with only a few lines of growth at their basal parts (fig. 10). Many 
of  these young individuals have as yet only 4 compartments in their wall; 
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Fig. 10. Pimordial operculars of Balanus balanoides from Kapp Linne, colI July 
28th. 1950. (Nr. 149). a, tergum and scutum, internal view; b, scutum and tergum, 
external view; c, scutum, showing newly added lines of growth. Author del. 
the carinolateralia not being separated. In the lot from Gf0nfjorden (col­
lected August 2nd) 20 of the 82 measured young individuals, or 24,4 per 
cent, had no carinolateralia (Cf. fig 12). 
The individuals of the second group are adults, all probably more 
than one year old, and thus they all have wintered in Spitsbergen. 
Madsen (1940) has arrived at a parallel result in West Greenland. He 
found two distinct size groups of B. balanoides, and concludes that the 
species is able to winter on West Greenland coasts. , 
The barnacles of this second group settled as cypris larvce probably 
some 13 months ago, many of them, however, may be older. A suh­
division of the adults does not show clearly up in the diagrams. 
Thus it seems evident that B. balanoides in Spitsbergen has a span 
of life of at least one year, i. e. this species is at any rate able to survive 
one winter in Spitsbergen, most probably more. 
Runnstrom (1925) found that tht! span of life of the species at 
Herdla in Norway is generally two years and that some specimens may 
attain an age of a little more than three years. Moore (1934, p. 857) 
states that at Port Erin, Isle of Man, B. balanoides can live for more than 
six years. 
Balanus balanoides in relation to the ice-foot. 
Neither from Spitsbergen nor from Greenland are any direct obser­
vations available concerning the wintering conditions of littoral marine 
animals, but it is at once clear that the ice-foot probably represents the 
most decisive ecological factor for these animals during the wintertime. 
Observations from Europe (Cf. Madsen, 1936, p. 50, who refers to 
Aurivillius, 1895, Blegvad, 1929, and Gurjanova, Sachs, and Uschakov, 
1930), show that mobile species spend the winter in the sublittoral. 
Similar conditions prevail in the southern parts of East Greenland, 
where Littorina saxatilis groenlandica Menke, 1842, were taken at depths 
of 3-5 fathoms and 6-30 fathoms respectively immediately before the 
winter, and at the end of it (Madsen, I. c.). Such is, no doubt, the 
behaviour of Littorina saxatilis groenlandica (which occurred together 
with B. balanoides at most localities) also in Spitsbergen. 
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B. balanoides is not able to move, after having once settled. Con­
cerning its fate in high latitudes during the winter, Madsen (I .  c. p. 51 ) 
writes: "Balanus balanoides has no possibility of passing into the sub­
littoral zone, but is decidedly and exclusively associated with the tidal 
zone, so that there is hardly any doubt that it is frozen up in the ice-foot 
in the winter. But is Balanus balanoides on the east coast (and on the 
west coast) of Greenland annual or biennial?" -
In the previous chapter it has been pointed out that B. balanoides 
in Spitsbergen is at least biennial. This is also the case in the localities 
in Greenland discussed by Madsen (1940, pp. 15-16). For these 
reasons the fo llowing account of the ice-foot (Cf. Feyling-Hanssen, 
1953) may contribute to the understanding of the influence of this 
phenomenon on B. balanoides.1 
A definition of the term is given i. a. by Bentham (1937, p. 328) : 
"The ice-foot is that part of the sea-ice which is frozen to the shore and 
is therefore unaffected by tidal movements. It is separated from the sea­
ice proper which moves up and down with the tide, by the tidal crack." 
Bentham (I .  c. pp. 328-29) states that the fo l lowing two conditions are 
essentia l to the formation of an ice-foot: sufficient ly low temperatures 
and a considerable difference in the level of the high- and low-tide 
marks. When the water under such conditions, recedes at ebb, "the 
cliffs or shore become covered with a layer of ice. This process is 
repeated at every tide unti l u ltimately a continuous rim of ice is formed 
all along the coast". -- According to this view snow has no part in the 
formation of the ice-foot. After its formation, however, falling and 
drifting snow may lodge thereon and by melting and freezing add to its 
apparent bulk (Cf. MacMillan, 1925, p. 154). 
Concerning the influence of an ice-foot on B. balanoides, it is im­
portant to known something about the the duration of the ice-foot in the 
regions dealt with. Unfortunately, no observations about the dates of 
appearance and disappearance of the ice-foot in Svalbard are avail­
able in the literature. When summer expeditions enter Spitsbergen 
waters at the ene! of June or the beginning of July, they usually find 
1 few direct observations, and hardly any systematic measurements concerning 
the ice-foot are availahle. This despite the fact tl1at nearly every arctic expe­
dition has given some record of the phenomenon. Most of these hrief records 
are from West Greenland and adjacent areas of Arctic America due to s{) 
many sledge journeys in these regions at some time or another having been 
forced to keep to the ice-foot as the only possible way for further progress 
with the sledges. Such notes are found i. a. in Bentham (1�37, Appendix III 
ill Schackleton, 1937, pp. 328-332), Koch (1927, pp . . 'iO, 51, and 1945, p. 20), 
MacMillall (1925, p. 154), Maurstad (1935, p. 10), Rasmussen (191 !l, p. IiG), 
Shackleton (1937, for pages see his index). Papers by Smith (1931, and 
also 1932), Transehe (1928), and Zukriegel (1!1:\5) conta in  comprehensive 
information abollt the literature regarding sea-ice. 
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remnants of the ice-foot in different places. On sand- and gravel beaches 
the ice-foot remains more or less buried in the beach material. In 1950 
such remnants were observed in the shore gravel at Russekeila (outer 
part of Isfjorden) as late as the beginning of AugusP On rocky coasts 
remnants of the ice-foot are found as a more or less fragmentary ledge 
clinging to the cliff with its even under surface rather high above high­
water level. In favourable localities, as for instance, fjords protected 
from heavy seas, the ice-foot does not fully disappear before the middle 
of July. But long before that date the ice-foot has ceased to affect the 
life functions of B. balanoides (see below). 
From Northwest Greenland Bentham (1937, pp. 328 and 332) men­
tions that at Eath (780 19' N. lat.) the ice-foot begins to form at the 
end of September or at the beginning of October and has attained its 
maximum development by December. Furthermore, he writes that the 
ice-foot at that same locality remains unchanged, "apart from a slight 
increase in height due to snow being converted into ice, until the middle 
of June". Bentham (1. c.) presumes that the decisive factor determining 
the date at which the ice-foot disappears is the presence or absence or 
sea-ice. 
Although the latitude of Etah is about the same as that of the Is­
fjord area in Vestspitsbergen, the climatic conditions of Vestspitsbergen 
are decidedly more favourable than those of West Greenland at the 
corresponding latitude. The northernmost branch of the Gulf Stream 
sweeps the western coast of Spitsbergen, whereas the cold Polar Current 
runs south through Kane Basin and Smith Sound at the northern coasts 
of West Greenland. 
Steenstrup (1907) has presented some photographs of the ice-foot 
at Egedesmincle, Southwest Greenland (approx. 60040' N. lat.), showing 
that it was still uncler formation there as late as December 22nd, and 
that it had been dissolved up to high-water level by May 13th. (Cf. Fey­
ling-Hanssen, 1953.) 
These conditions are probably more in keeping with those in Spits­
bergen. In 1950 the ice-foot at Kapp Linne did not begin to form until 
the beginning of December (telegraphic information from the chief ope­
rator, L. Bye, at Isfjord Radio). There was no continuous ice-cover ill 
Isfjorden that winter, but sometimes the fjord was entirely blocked by 
drift ice. In general it is assumed that the ice-foot in the Isfjord area 
forms about November and breaks down about May. The dates of for­
mation and disappearance are, no doubt, subject to great variations. 
Concerning the relation of Halanus halanoides to the ice-foot 
another question is even more important than the duration of the ice-foot, 
1 This kind of all ice-foot is described from OrahaI11 Land by joycc, j()50, 
pp. ti.tti- 4�). 
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namely: How far down does the under surface of the ice-foot reach? -
According to its mode of formation, the ice-foot should cover the shore 
from high-water level down to low-water level. This may be the case 
during the coldest parts of the winter in localities which are not exposed 
to frequent heavy seas and where therefore the sea-ice is not so often 
broken up and swept away. During the greater part of the winter in 
Spitsbergen, however, it must be assumed that the under surface of the 
ice-foot does not reach low-water level. 
Engell (1910, p. 194) stated that the ice-foot begins to form before 
any sea-ice is formed (observations made at Ritenbenk, West Greenland, 
69° 44' N. lat.). It starts as a thin congealed cover on the shore when 
the water recedes at ebb tide, and when the water again rises the lower 
part of this cover is dissolved. In this way the ice-foot will grow faster 
in its upper parts than in its lower. Steenstrup (1907, p. 7) favours the 
opinion that the ice-foot does not have any destructive effect on the 
Fucus vegetation, because the ice-foot is, in general, attached to the 
cliff above the upper limit of this vegetation. 
Considering these conditions it seems reasonable to assume that, 
the under surface of the ice-foot, within the Spitsbergen waters dealt 
with here, is situated about high-water level during the greater part of 
the winter. In a telegram from Isfjord Radio, Kapp Linne, March 3rd, 
1951, the chief operator, Bye, reported that the under surface of the 
ice-foot in that locality and on that date was situated at mid-tide level. 
This was the deepest position of the under surface of the ice-foot at 
Kapp Linne that winter. 
The disintegrating power of the ice-foot does not necessarily affect 
bodies frozen in the ice-foot at its basis. Engell (1910, p. 195) in 
jakobshavn, Greenland, observed that FlIclIs which was frozen in th,' 
ice-foot, was entirely freed fro m is, witho ut lousing a single flap, when 
it melted away. The dark body of the plant absorbs heat, and water is 
formed around it. Engell (I. l'. p. 194) further reports, that he has never 
observed that the ice-foot was hroken off from the rock; but he ( ) ften 
noticed that the outer edge of it was broken off. He c()ncludes that the 
ice-fuot has pwbably no destructivl' effect Oil the alga: vegetatioll within 
the tidal zonc.l 
1 This does not cantradict the erosive p()wer of the ice-foot hy frost-wedging, 
A hod y  1'. g. a plant of Fllells or a harnacle, which is frozen in the ice-foot 
will be subj ected to pressure caused by the expansion of the surrounclin�! 
water hy freezing. This outer pressure, however, is counterbalanced hy the 
freezing of the li4Uid within the plant or the water contained in the harnaL"le. 
A hottle filled with water will burst when the water freezes in it. But if the 
filled bottle is immersed in water and then exposed to frost so that the 
water freezes both inside and o u tsid e< the bottle, the destruction will gene­
rally not take place. 
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Thus, the ice-foot most probab ly does not in general affect the lower 
part of the tida l zone during any considerab le part of the winter. For 
shorter periods, however, the tida l zone may be frozen up in its entire 
vertical extension. 
The bathymetrica l habitat of Halanus /Jalanoides, its occurrence 
within the tidal zone in connection with its wide distribution shows that, 
it is very resistant to adverse externa l conditions. 
B. balanoides has to endure a periodical stay on dry land as it is 
generally exposed with every receding tide. That the animal is able to 
avoid dessication for some shorter time is explained because a smal l 
amount of water is kept within the pa llia l cavity of the animal when the 
operculum is shut. But Runnstr(im (1925, pp. 14-15) has shown that 
larv& (within the mantle cavity) and adults were sti ll alive when returned 
to the water after at least one months stay on land. When removed from 
the sea the shells keep c losely shut, so that the water can remain within 
it for a long time. But it is very remarkable that the animal within can 
live in such a smal l  amount of water for more than one month. Runnstrom 
(I.c.) says that the consumption of oxygen during this period must be 
very small. U schakov (1925) supposes that this species spends the 
winter in an anabiotic condition on the Murman coast. This contributes 
to the explanation of its adaptability to dessication as well as to frost. 
Under extreme conditions the life functions of H. balanoides are most 
likely in a latent state. 
Aurivillius (1895, 1898) has shown that B. halanoides can endure 
severe frost on the southwestern coast of Sweden. On the 21 st of January, 
when the ice had begun to form in some places, specimens of B. balGllO­
ides, located above the sea-ice, were investigated. The temperature of 
the air was - 8° C. All specimens were covered by a layer of ice. The 
animals inside the shells were frozen and quite stiff. On attempting to 
open the operculum the adductor muscle offered no resistance and, on 
the whole, no sign of life could be observed. However, after being placed 
for some hours in water of a temperature of + 0,5° C, the animals livened 
up again and shed numerous nauplii (Aurivi llius, 1895, pp. 142-43). 
On the 20th of February Aurivillius (1. c. p. 143), at approximately 
the same locality, collected a large number of B. balanoides, the greater 
part of wich were frozen up in spray from the sea and, during four 
weeks, had been exposed to an air temperature varying between _8° C 
and _15° C. None of them showed any sign of life. They were taken 
to the biological station; some specimens were carried dry and exposed 
to the air, the rest in water of + 0,5° C. The transport lasted 1 hour, 
and on his return to the station the specimens carried in water had already 
livened up again and shed thousands of nauplii. The specimens carried 
in the air livened up when they afterwards were placed in water, but 
much lesser numbers of nauplii were spawned froI1l these. 
3 
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These observations show that B. balanoides IS able to survive 
freezing perhaps even for a considerable part of the winter. 
The risk exists that the animal is scraped off its substratum by the 
ice. Records of such ice destructions of B. bulanoides are given i. a. by 
Aurivillius (1895, p. 143) and Broch (1924, p. 113). Aurivillius (I .  c.) 
writes that the clestruction is causecl by the ice moving up and down witl1 
the tides and also due to the ice being pressed towards the beach by 
winds. Broch (I. c.) reports that the rocks a long the beaches at D1'0bak, 
Oslofjorden, were c leaned of B. /wlanoides by the scouring of ice in the 
early part of 1922. Similar cases are mentioned by Dons (1946, p. 197). 
A typical ice-fuot is not formed either on the west coast of Sweden 
or in Oslofjlll'den. Therefore the beaches in these southern localities are 
exposed to a casual pressure from the sea-ice and the scouring of moving 
and drifting ice. 
In areas where an ice-fuot is present, this ice-foot protects the 
beaches against attacks from the sea-ice. Terefore the risk of B. balano­
ides being scoured off its substratum is lesser in arctic regions than in 
boreal ones, where an ice-foot is not formed but where drifting ice may 
occur more or less by accident. From the areas around Northwest Green­
land Shackleton (1937, p. 214) writes: " For some huge boulder-shaped 
pieces of ice had been piled up here and there on the seaward edge of 
the ice-foot, an indication of tremendous pressure during the previous 
open season." (Ct. I. c. p. 175). Steenstrup (1907, p. 7) presumes that 
the ice-foot has a protecting influence on the Puws-vegetation within the 
littoral. In the Slimmer, when the ice-foot has perished from the beaches 
of Spitsbergen, drifting calf-ice from the glaciers may cause some 
destruction of B. balanoides, but the majority of these f loats run aground 
before they can do any harm. 
The ice-foot and the drift ice are not so serious factors as it has 
general ly heen assumed. Evidently the animal can endure to be fwzel1 
in the ice-foot for some time. I t can a lso be protected by the ice-foot 
from being removed by drift ice, and thus, B. halanoides can, after a l l. 
survive the winter in Spitsbergen. 
\Vhen the barncale is f rozen, the life functions come to a standstill. 
I f the period, or periods, of freezing are extended, the time left may be 
too short for the development of the brood. In this way the ice-foot 
represents a decisive factor in limiting the distributioll of the species. 
Breeding and reproduction. 
The dates of impregnation, hatching, and settling of Balanus baiano­
ides in Spitsbergen and other arctic regions depend on the severeness of 
the winter and also on local conditions. In favourable years the spawning 
takes place probably about June and the settling about July in the I sfjord 
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area. In less favourable years the spawning is delayed until the later 
part of August or later, and if delayed too much there will be IU 
spawning at all. This happens especially when an unfavourable spring 
is met by a cold autumn with early formation of the ice-foot. 
In the summer of 1950 first-year specimens of B. halanoides were 
observed at several localities at the end of July and beginning of August. 
At Kapp Linne (78° 3,8' N. la1.) newly settled spat was observed July 
28th. Only at Brandalpynten, the northernmost locality visited that year, 
the barnacles contained brood as late as August 15th. 
In the summer of 1952 no first-year specimens were observed. Most 
specimens examined contained brood even at the end of August. At 
Kapp Linne, the southernmost locality investigated that year, all 
specimens examined contained brood having not yet reached their first 
nauplius stage June 28th. August 29th the larv<e had hatched from all 
specimens examined in this locality. At Biskayerhuken (79° 50,5' N. lat.) 
the barnacles were observed during the period of spawning; on August 
the 20th most of the investigated specimens from this locality contained 
larva: in their first nauplius stage, whereas some specimens had shed 
their larva�. At Bj0rnhamna (79° 38,6' \!. lat.) there was brood in all 
investigated specimens on July the 8th. On August the 28th, however, 
some specimens contained larv<e in their first nauplius stage, whereas 
others had shed their nauplii.1 These observations show that the larva' 
of R. halanoides hatch in their first nauplius stage also in Spitsbergen. 
Thus, in the year of 1952 the hatching was delayed to the later part 
Ilf August in the northerly localities, probably it took place som ewhat 
l'arlier at Kapp Linnl'. At Hirgerhukta (79(' 49,2' N. la!.), which is :1 
sheltered locality, all examined speciml'ns contained brood having not 
yet reached their first nauplius stage. This being on August 23rd therc' 
would pfllbably be no hatching at all that year in this locality. The 
animals 1l1ust have been frozen fl)r such a long time during the winkr 
that the develupment i lad hl'l'n Illu ch lil'layed. 
Samples of first-year specimens WLTl' taKl'1l at fllur localities ill till' 
SUIIIIIIl'r "f I LJS(). III till' follllwing tahiL- three Ill' t iles e  111l':llities are givl'll� 
togellin witli datt' IIf colkl'ting, 1H1I1lher ,1\ ylillllg liarn:tl'll"S in tilt' s:tlllplt', 
mean basal diamett'l", and tilt' l'xtrellll'S. 
III fig. I I the se mean dial1wkrs have lll'l'll plotlnl j()gdill'r with tIll' 
IlleasureIl1ents presented hy [)()IlS (I 94(), p. I �)H) and also two IIf thl' 
Il lea l l  valul's giVt'1l hy RllllIlstri"lIll (ItJ2:\ pp. 37 JH). Tt1L' points 
I HjIJrIllialllll:1 is :1 \'t'ry slil'ltl'red lucality wherl' all ilT-Iuut l:1I1 remaill tur ;1 
tOIlL:er timl' thall at J)iskaynhukell whicil is :111 l'XJlllseti p"illt ,HI thl' Ilmtlt 
cuast. 
(irilllljurdell Ii:ls lIut hel'lI clllIsiliereti, because thl' :lllirllals there that sdtled 
UIl :1 rather small stulle lyillL: loose ')11 till' heacli, tilus l'llllstitutill!; :1 sll11-
str:ltlllll sUIIlt'what different III that ,L:ellerally lilt'! \Iith. 
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Fi.�. 11. The size of first-year specimens 
of Balanus halllnoides from Spitsbergen 
compared with the size of first-year spe-
cimens from Norway (cf. text). 
Mean diam. Smallest Greatest I Number 
1.53 mm 1.2 2.0 41 
1.57 » 1.1 2.3 59 
1.68 > 1.2 2.5 61 
2.:B » 1.8 3.2 � I 
representing the diameters of the Spitsbergen specimens fall to the right 
of the diagram, indicating that they are smaller than specimens fro\ll 
Norway measured at about the same dates. 
The intepretation of this might be that specimens from Spitsbergen, 
on the whole, are smaller than Norwegian ones and that they never attain 
the size of Norwegian specimens. The greatest Spitsbergen specimen, 
however, had a carino-rostral basal diameter of 16,1 mm (Biskayerhuken 
August 20th, 1952) , whereas the two greatest animals measured by 
Runnstmm (Herdla, April 4th) had diameters of 14 mill. At Port Erin 
B. balanoides at the end of its second year attains a length of 8, 1 mm 
(B 3-group) and at St. Malo 5,5 Illlll (Moore, 1934, p. 857). On the 
other hand, Dons (I. c. p. 199) gives a maxilllum size for Norwegian 
specimens 22 mm (measured at Storfosen, approx. 63°40' N. lat.) . The 
largest specimens collected by the Godthaab expedition at Egedesminde 
(August 10th, 1928) measured 23 and 24 mm (Madsen, 1940, p. 15), 
and Vanhoffen (1897, p. 210) gives the size of 23 mm for specimens 
from the Umanak area. These lager individuals are growing in more 
favourable places and are probably several years old (Madsen, I. c.) .  
There is little reason to believe that Spitsbergen specimens of B. balano­
ides are smaller than corresponding specimens from other regions. 
Therefore, as the first-year specimens from Spitsbergen are smaller 
than first-year specimens from Norway, measured at about the same 
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fig. 12 The separation of carinolateralia in some specimens of Ba!aTllls baiaTloid!.', 
collected from three localities in Spitsbergen, 1950. 
dates, this, as we have seen, makes it resonable to assume that the Spits­
bergen specimens settle later in the spring, than specimens from Norway. 
In addition the rate of growth is probably higher in Norwegian localities. 
In Spitsbergen there was a frequent occurrence of young specimens 
with only 4 compartments in the wall (1950). Hitherto there has never 
been recorded in Norway finds of B. balanoidcs which had not developed 
carinolateralia at the end of July or beginning of August. 
In the summer of 1950 ripening gonads were observed in all adult 
specimens collected at Kapp Martin on August 31 st. The ovaries seemed 
already to be mature. The penis had reached a high degree of extension 
with spiral structure (PI. VIII, fig. 1). The vesicula.' seminales were 
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large and swollen and the testicular crecre seemed already to he full of 
sperm. Firs t-year specimens showed no trace of gonads. 
It seems reasonable to aSSllme that in this locality in Vestspitshergcn 
impregnation would take place earlier than in localities in lower latitudes, 
probably already in Septemher . 
In the summer of 1 ��52 ripening gonads were ohsl'rved in several 
localities, hut not in such an advanced stage of maturity as at Kapp 
Martin 1950. At Biskayerhuken an extended penis was secn in one 
specimen on August the 20th. At Bj0rt1hamna several specimens had 
their penis extended, even if the specimens still contained nauplii . At 
Kapp Linnc' the animals had extended penis and slightly swollen ovaries. 
Madsen (1040, p. 1 5) supposes that H. /Ju/llIwidl's in the southcrn 
part of West Grcenland is sexual ly ripe in August, "sincc ill this month 
the penis is well dewloped, whereas this is not the case in July and Sep­
tember, judging from the sOl1lewhat sparse Illaterial in thl' Zoolugical 
Museum" (Cupl·nhagen). l�ul1l1st riil11 (1�1:)2, p. :)) statl'S that impreg­
nation at Herdla ill Norway takes place about till' end of (lctoiwr or the 
begynning of November. Moore (1935, p. 269) found that at Port Erin. 
Isle of Man, shedding of the ova and impregnation take place in Novelll­
her. At den Helder in the N ethe rlands Hoek (1876) found the first 
i mpregnated eggs in the pallial cavity of B. ba/anoides hy the middle of 
N ovember (Cf. Delsman, 1917). 
RALANUS BALANOlDES IN SI'ITSBERGEN 
LOCALITIES 
Kapp Martin (77° 43,2' N. lat. 13° 57' E. long.) R. /Ja/anoidcs 
observed and collected on August 31 st. 1950. Substratulll: Pressed 
conglomerat of the Heklahuk formation. The locality is the point north 
of the entrance to Bellsund. It is exposed to the upen sea. All specim en:, 
were growing in cracks. Three generations were probably distinguish­
able (PI. 11). The first-year specimens were rather large. 45 specimens 
were measured. Largest individual: D = 11.4 mIll, H =- 5.8 lllIll. Smal­
lest: D = 1.8 111111, H = 1 mm. The gonads of the second-year and older, 
specimens were in an advanced stage of development. The water was 
clear. 
Kapp Linne (78° 3,8' N .  lat. 13() 38' E. long.) H. iJu/alloidcs 
observed on July 5th, 1948; observed and collected on July 28th and 
August 8th, 1950; observed and collected on June 28th and August 29th, 
1952. Substratum: Mica-schist of the Heklahuk formation. The locality 
is the point on the south side of the entrance to Isfjorden. It is exposed 
to the open sea. The samples were taken close to the small quay in the 
bay Ranviken, thus being a somewhat sheltered place. The species was 
observed also beneath the light house and on rocks on the west side uf 
the point. The barnacles were quite frequent, especially in the bay. They 
were growing in rather crowded patches between the tides. N UJ11erous 
specimens of Litlorina saxalilis groenlandica occurred together with the 
barnacles.1 The water was clear. 
In the year of 1950 175 specimens of B. ba/al1oides were measured 
(p. 48, 50; figs. 8-9), the greater part of these were first-year specimens 
(collected at the end of July and beginning of August). In 1952 662 
specimens of the samples taken at the end of June, were measured (fig. 
13) . No subdivision in first-year specimens and adults shows up in the 
diagram, and a closer examination revealed that the specimens contained 
brood having not yet reached their first nauplius stage. All specimens 
1 Elmhirst (I�J22) states that in the upper levels the newly settled barnacles 
are eaten by Littorilla saxatilis (= L. rudis). Moore (1935 b) could not 
verify this (Cf. also p. -+3 of the present paper). 
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Fig. 13. Size distribution of 500 specimens of Balanus balanoides from Bjorn­
hamna (-) measured on July 8th--lOth, 1952, and of 662 specimens from Kapp 
Linne (- - - -) measured on June 28th, 1952. 
collected on August 29th had shed their nauplii. They had now ripening 
gonads, the extended penis with spiral structure being easily observable. 
The largest measured specimen from Kapp Linne had a carino-rostral 
basal diameter of 1 1.9 mm. Some specimens of the lot from August 8th 
1950, are rep rod used on PI. I. 
Russekeila (78° 5,2' N. lat. 13° 46' E. long.) B. balanoides 
observed and collected on July 30th, 1950. Substratum: Carboniferous 
sandstone. The locality is an exposed point just northeast of the outlet 
of the river from Linnevatnet (Lake Linne) on the south side of the 
Isfjord gap. The animals were few and concentrated only in cracks and 
narrow grooves about mid-tide level. 70 specimens were measured of 
which first-year individuals made up a large per cent (Cf. fig. 8 and p. 
48) . The largest specimen had a diameter of 9.5 mm, with a height of 
7.6 mm. The water was clear. 
Gr�nfjorden (78° 0,5' N. lat. 14° 12' E .  long.) B. balanoides 
observed and collected on August 2nd, 1950. Substratum: Diabase. The 
locality is situated on the west side of Of0nnfjorden on the northern 
beach of a delta, rather far into the fjord, and is therefore sheltered. The 
barnacles were found on a few stones on the beach about mid-tide 
level. One of these stones, a block of diabase measuring 17X8X6 cm 
(PI. IV) , was taken. This was one of the bigger stones. 
The species was thoroughly searched for also on the rock wall north 
of the delta, but was not observed there, the reason being that the rock 
consists of a soft shale easily affected by weathering. 
120 individuals were growing on the diabase block. Only two were 
on the upper surface of the stone, about 1 10 on the vertical side facing 
the sea, very few on the short sides, and only one on the under surface. All 
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of them were growing in cracks and groovcs on the stone. 110 specimens 
wc re measured (Cf. fig. 9, and p. 49). Thc greatest one had a carino­
rostra I basal diameter of 7.6 mm, and a height of 3.6 mm. First-year 
specimens could be distinguished frol11 older ones. 
Longyearhyen (78° 13.6' N. lat. 15° 38.5' E. long.) B. hala­
noidcs observed on July 7th, 1948. The locality is sheltered. The barnac­
les were sparsely represented, most of them growing on stones on thc 
beach close to the quay in muddy water. Some occurred in small patches, 
but most of them were scattered. They all had a greenish coating of 
algal vegetation. They were of regular shape and slightly, if at all, 
folded on the external. Carino-rostral basal diameters from 8 to 10 111111, 
heights about 4 mm. This locality was visited again in 1950 and also 
in 1952, but these years B. halanoidcs was not observed. 
Vindodden (78(' 20,2' N. lat. 16° 32' E. long.) B. iJalanoidcs 
observed on August 8th, 1948. Suhstratu11l: Diabase. The locality 
is situated at thc south side of Sassenfjorden west of Sveltihel and is 
rather exposed. The barnacles wcre growing in small but rather 
crowded patches on larger stones and boulders about mid-tide level and 
lower. They were white and of irregular shape, mostly flattened; basal 
diameter 7 to 10 ml11, height 2-4 Illm. 
Sveltihel (78° 20.2' N. lat. 16° 44' E. long.) B. balanoidcs 
observed on July 1 1th, 1948. Substratum: Spirifer limestone. The 
locality is on the south side of Sassenfjorden west of thc mouth of Sas­
scnelva and is rather cxposed. The barnacles were quite nUlllerous, 
growing in rather crowded patches from above mid-tide level down t() 
low-water level, on bedrock. They were of a dirty-white colour, strongly 
folded externally. The carino-rostral basal diameter varied from 8 to 1 1 
mill, the height from 5 to 7 mt11. The water was quite clear. 
Sassen Hut (78° 21.3' N .  lat. 16° 57' E. long.) B. balanoidcs 
observed on July 22nd, 1948. Substratum: Limcstonc. The locality is 
at the south side of the entrance to Tempelfjorden, east of the mouth 
of Sassenelva (Sassen River), and is rather sheltered. The barnacles 
were growing on bedrock, partly scattered, and partly in small crowded 
patches, prefering fissures and depressions which afford some sheltcr. 
Some of them wcre growing on small stones which stuck in cracks in thL' 
hcdrock. Carino-rostral basal diameter varying between 11 and 5 111111, 
height about 4 and 3 mill. The water was somewhat muddy. 
Gipshuken (78° 26.5' N. lat. 16° 24' E. long.) B. balanoidcs 
observed on August 8th, 1948. Substratum: Diabase. The locality is the 
rather straight coast of the inner part of Isfjorden between Anservika 
(Anser Bay) and Oipsvika. This coast is frequently exposed to heavy 
seas rtlning in from the lsfjord gap. The barnacles were quite numerOllS, 
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growin g in cracks and grooves on the bedrock all a lon g this coast, ()ccur­
ring also above mid-tide level. Dit feren t generati()lls were ohserved. 
The wall'r was clear. 
Kapp Wijk (7H' 3(i.:2' N. la!. I�)' l).:)' L. 1IIIlg.) fi. /la/ul1i1ides 
observed 1111 August 26th, I !l50. SllhstrJtttlll: Spirifer limestone. The 
lucality is the cape Oil the west (oast of the peninsula between Dickson­
fj orden and Rillcfjorden. Thc animals wc re growing hetween I llid- and 
low-tide level on bedrock at the end of the long sand bar. Some specimens 
of Littorina saxatilis gro('nlandica were ohserved together with the 
harnacks. The locality is sheltered and the water was c1l'ar. 
Daumannsodden (7!)" 12.W [\i. lat. 13') 5' E. long.) R. ba/u­
noides observed on July 4th, 1948. Substratum not noted, probably a 
metamorphic ruck of the Heklahuk formation. The animals occurred in 
somewhat crowded patches on bedrock and larger boulders about mid­
tide level. The locality is a little bay .iust east of Daumannsodden at the 
north side uf the entrance to lsfjorden. The water was very clear, but 
probably much diluted with fresh-water from melting snow anci ice. 
L. saxatilis groenlandica occLtred together with the barnacles. 
Sarsbukta, " B a I a n u spy n t e n" (78° 43.2' N. lat. 1 1  ° 43' 
E. long.) B. halarlOides observed on August 17th, 1950. Substratum: 
Big quartzite boulder from the Heklahuk formation. The locality is a 
point midway between the northern lateral moraine of Aavatsmarkbreen 
and the southern root of Sarstangen. The species was scarce, gro'vving 
just above low-water level. 
Sarsbukta, "15 a I a n  II s vi k a" (78U 43.5' N. la1. 11" 40.1' L. 
long.) B. halanoides observed on August 21 st, 1950. Substratum and 
growth conditions as in the previous locality. 
Bqjggerhalv�ya 11 (78° 54.1' N. lat. 11° 30' E. long.) 
8. halanoides observed on August 16th, 1950. Substratum: Carboniferou:, 
limestone. Locality exposed to Forlandsunciet. The species was very 
sparsely represented. 
K vadeh uken (78° 56.2' N. lat. 110 22' E. long .) R. halanoidcs 
observed on August 16th, 1950. Substratulll: Carboniferous limestone. 
Locality exposed to the open sea, and the species very sparsely repre­
sented. 
Bqjggerhalv�ya I (78° 58.2' N. lat. 11 ° 33.5' E. long.) 
R. halanoides observed on August 15th, 1950. Substratulll: Carboniferous 
limestone. The locality is rather exposed, facing Kongsfjorden to the 
north. The animals were growing in fissures and slllall cavities, none 
of them directly on the exposed rock surface. The water was clear. 
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Brandalpynten (?Rc, 5().4' N. la!. 110 54' E. IO l lg. ) n. hulll­
noidcs observed and cnlkCtl'li (lll August 15th, I �)50. Substratum: Car­
boniferous lil11e�tone. Point nllrth-\\'e�t of Ny-AksLlnd on the south sick 
Ilf KOllgsf.illrdl'1l (Kings Bay). Till' coa�t runs NE-SW, facing Kol­
lJamna hay tll till' south, thus being a �h('lterl'd locality. The salinity of 
the water must he rather low due to the di�charge frOJ1l Bayelva (Bay 
River) .ill�t south III till' locality. For the same reason the water was 
rather muddy. 
The �recil11ens were found jllst heneath till' littk hU I1ter� hut at the 
soutil corner of the lagoon. They occmed just above low-water level, 
J1lost Ilf tlll'J1l growing in cracks and groove�. They were large exter­
l1ally strtlllgly folded, or ribhed (Cf. PI. III and measurements p. 51). 
All of them carried a bruwnisil coa ting ()f algal vegetation. Many speci­
mens had much in COmmlln with Darwin's var. (a). First-year specimens 
were not ohserved, and all examined anil11al� carried brood. The largest 
specimen had a Carill(l-rostral basal diameter Ilf ! ,1.6 mm. and 2. h eigh t 
of 6.3 mm. 
Bjprnhamna (7<l 3R.f1' N. lat. 11' 2' E. Illng.) R. balanoid!'.' 
()hserved from the 5th t() the 24th ()f July and (In August 28th 1952. 
Substratum: Foliated granite. BjornilaJ1lna i� a small well sheltered hay 
()n the �I)uth �ide of S 0rgattet hetween the mainland (Reu�chhalv0ya) 
and Dan�k<1ya. Its rocky sh()res were richl y populated by H. halanoidcs 
and L. s{[xutilis grocnlondica. On July 6th, Htll, ami 10th SOD specimells 
of H. !Julanoides were mcasured in situ. The result is given in fig. 13, p. 40, 
where, for c()mparison, the size distribution curve has been drawn within 
the same diagram as the curve from Kapp Linnc ( June 28th 1952). The 
bulk of the specimells frolll Bjornhalllna were larger than the bulk ()f 
the Kapp Linne specimens. The largest specimen measur ed at Bj0rn­
halllna had a basal diamelcr of 14.8 mm. The highest specimen mea­
sured 9. 1 nll11. 
The barnacles were mostly growing in small clusters in cracks and 
grooves on the rocks. They were generally associated with a rich PllCLlS­
vegetation (PI. VI I, fig. 2). SOl11e clusters malle up of older individuals 
had so thick a cover of some algal vegetation that only the orificiul11 of 
the specimens were visible. 
It was often observed that a specimen of Littorina saxatilis had 
taken up its position within the shell of a H. balanoides. On various 
occasions, when a Littorina was removed from the shell of a barnack 
there was found remnants of the barnacle's soft parts in the shell. Several 
times Litlorina was sitting on the opercular of Balanus, generally at the 
basis of the scuta, apparently forcing the barnacle to open. It seel11s to 
be beyond doubt that Litlorina saxatilis were feeding 011 Balanus balano-
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Fig. 14. The size distribution of 
89 specimens og Balanus bala­
noides from Bjornhamna. 
ides. Littorina saxatilis, being present in large quantities, seemed to 
cause considerable waste in the population of B. balanoides in this 
locality. It seemed to be particularly the younger specimens of Litiorina 
which were feeling on barnacles (cf. p. 39) . 
The specimens collected on July 8th contained brood. Up to August 
28th the locality was repetedly investigated in order to discover first-year 
specimens, but in vain. On the latter date a part of the investigated 
specimens contained larva: in their first nauplius stage whereas others 
had shed their nauplii. At the end of August all examined specimens 
had a more or less extended penis. 
Some specimens were measured also on August 28th, the measure­
ments will be found at the end of this paper. (Cf. fig. 14). 
Mosejlya (79° 38.5' N. lat. 10° 56' E. long.) B. balanoides ob­
served on July 9th, 1952. Substratum: Foliated grantie (strike: NV-SE) .  
The island is found in S0rgattet and the observation was made on its 
east side. The barnacles were mostly large and numerous, growing 
together with FUCLlS. The larger specimens were found in cracks amI 
clefts. The animals were most crowded between high-water mark and 
mean-tide level. They were not growing quite down to low-water mark. 
There are strong currents running through Sorgattet. No first year 
specimen was found. Some measurements will be found at the end of 
the paper. 
Kapp Gurnerd (79° 39' N. lat. 1 0° 47' E .  long.) B. balanoide, 
observed on July 9th, 1952. Substratum: Granite. Kapp Gurnerd is 
the SE point of Danskoya. The barnacles were growing mostly on the 
landward side of rocks and larger blocks. 
Ekholmpynten (79° 43.6' N. lat. 10° 54' E. long.) B. hala­
no ides observed on July 20th. Substratum: Gneis. The locality is on the 
north side of Danskoya west of Virgohall1na. There was a rich popula­
tion of B. balanoides on the subvertical rock walls together with FUCLlS 
and Littorina saxatilis. 
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Virgohamna (79° 43.4' N. lat. 10° 56' E. long.) B. balanoides 
observed on July 10th, 1952. Substratum: Granite. Numerous living 
specimens were present, 1l1ostly growing on the landward side of larger 
granite blocks in the beach. Many larger specimens were dead. 
Smeerenburg (790 44.1' N. lat. 110 l' E. loag.) H. balanoides 
observed on July 11 th, 1 �152. Substratum: Foliated granite. The flat of 
Smeerenburg forms the southeast corner of Amsterda1110ya (Amsterdam 
Island). H. halanoidcs was quite sparsely present on a rock (PI. VIll, 5) 
by the third lagoon NE of the beacon (Cf. Chart 510 of N orsk Polarin­
stitutt). Some measurements were made (p. 53). Many specimens were 
just dead, operculars and soft parts still remaining. The species was 
found also west of the beacon. 
Fuglefjorden (79° 47.2' N. lat. 110 30' E. long.) B. halano­
ides observed on July 13th and August 25th, 1952. Substratum: Granite. 
Fuglefjorden (Fowl Bay) is a sheltered locality south of Fugl0ya. The 
barnacles were seen on the bedrock of the numerous islets in the fjord. 
Birgerbukta (790 49.2' N. lat. 11 ° 36' E. long.) B. halanoidcs 
observed on July 13th and 14th, and also on August 23rd, 1952. Sub­
stratum: Granite. The locality is situated at the east side of the entrance 
to Holmiabukta, south of Indre Norsk0ya. It is a very sheltered bay 
formed behind an old bar of 1110rainic material. The barnacles were 
growing quite richly on blocks and boulders of granite, generally on the 
landward sides and often also on the under surface of blocks, if that was 
possible (PI. VII, fig. 1). FUClIS and Littorina saxatilis occurred together 
with the barnacles. The barnacles were mostly growing between lo\\,­
and mid-tide level. 
On the under surface of some blocks in the northern corner of the 
bay the Balanus-assemblages were crowded, the animals growing in 
clusters with approximately 200 individuals in each. In these clusters 
the shell of B. balanoides was cylindrical and elongated, (for measure­
ments cf. p. 53). Some specimens were collected on August 23rd. They 
all contained brood having not yet reached the first nauplius stage. 
For some reason the development of the brood had been delayed, and, 
this being late in the autumn in Spitsbergen, there would probably not 
be any hatching at all that year. No first-year specimen was observed. 
Kapp William (79° 49.8' N. lat. 110 37' E. long.) B. halano­
ides observed on July 13th, 1952. Substratum: Granite. The locality is 
the cape north of Birgerbukta, on the south side of the entrance to 
Svenskegattet. The species was growing on larger blocks. It was also 
observed along the coast between Birgerbukta and Kapp William. 
Indre N orsk�ya (790 50.2' N. lat. 110 36' E. long.) B. bala­
Iloidcs observed on July 14th, 1952. Substratum: Granite. The species 
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Fig. 15. The size distribution of 
il2 specimens of Balanus bala­
Iwidc.\' from Biskayerhuken. 
was found on blocks and bedrock on the south side of the island. It 
occurred almost up to high-water mark, and was frequently found on the 
landward surface of larger blocks, and down between the blocks. No 
first-year specimen was found. Some measurcments were made of 
specimens in situ (Cf. p. 53). 
Flathuken (790 50.6' K. lat. 1 1 0 50' E. long.) R. balanoides 
observed on August 24th, 1952. Substratum: Granite. Flathuken is 
found on the west side of the entrance to f�audfj()rden (Red Bay). The 
barnacles were growing on rounded b locks. 
Ayerbukta (790 47.7' N.  lat. 1 1 0 52' E. l ong.) H halanoides 
observcd on August 24th, 1952. Substratulll: Granite. Ayerbukta is ()Il 
the west side of Raudfjorden in frollt of Hallliltonhreen. The species was 
found oil bedwck Oil olle of the small is l ets. 
Hiskayerhuken (79' 50S N. l at. Lt L4' E. l ong.) n. halll­
noides observed on July 25th and August LOth, 1 �)52. Substratum: Mica­
schist (strike: N-S, dip: subvertical). The barnacles Illostly large (Cl. 
l1leasurel1lents p. 53 and fig. 15) a ssociated with a rich FIIClls-vegetation 
A sample taken on August LOth showed that the specimens contained 
large quantities of larv;t' ill their first Ilaupl ills stage. ()ne of thl' examineLi 
barnacles had shed ih Il:lupli i , ih pellis was ,'xll-llLll"d ami had spiral 
structurt'. 
Vesle Raudfjorden (7(), 4ti.I' N. lal. Lt :rr E. lung.) 
H. balanoides ,)bserved IlII J uly 27tll. Suhstratulll: Mica-schist of the 
Heklahuk formation. Tilt, l ocality (Little Red l�ay) is tlw inl1t'rIllost part 
of Breibogen (Rr, lad lia y). Thl' ha rnacil's were fuul1d Oil hed ruck a I 
thl' J10rtll side Ilf the entrance to the laglloll tilere. They were sparse witll 
Ilnly few clusters in cracks. Nil first-year speCillll'1l was ft)lIl1d, alld thc' 
barnacles c()ntainl'd Ino()li. Littllrina s([xutilis :JIlt! FIICl/s were presellt. 
Gdthuken hut (7t)' 47.:r N. 1:11. 14 :.!q' L. IOllg.) H. h([{allll­
ides ubserved UII July 31 st, I ll52. Suhstratulll: \)('vuniall sandst,)lIt,. Thl' 
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locality is on the east side of the entrance to Woodfjorden. Only dead 
specimens were found. 
Gn\huken beacon (798 48.2' 1\. lat. 14° 33' E. long.) B. 
halanoides observed on July 31 st, 1952. Substratu111: Devonian sand­
stone. Only two living specimens were found. 
Bangenhuk (79° 52.5' N. lat. 15° 44' E. long.) R. halano­
ides observed on August 3rd, 1952. Substratum: Hornblende schist 
(strike: N-S). Bangenhuken is the point on the south side of the entrance 
to Mosselbukta on the east side of Wijdefjorden. The species occurred 
in few but large specimens, the largest found having a basal diameter or 
16.0 m111. They were all firmly attached in grooves and cracks. No sl11all 
individual was found. 
Verlegenhuken (808 3.7' N. lat. 16c 6' E. long.) B. balano­
ides observed on August 10th, 1952. Substratum: Grey phylite with 
ljuartz intrusions (strike: N-S, clip: subvertical). Verlegenhuken is the 
northernmost point of Vestspitsbergen. The coasts to the east of Ver­
legenhuken is l110re frequently blocked by drift ice than the coasts to thl' 
west of the point. 
A survey of the tidal zone of the rocks in the neighbourhood of the 
beacon (Chart 510 of Norsk Polarinstitutt) revealed one living and one 
dead specimen of R. balanoides. The living specimen had a basal dia­
meter uf 3.0 111111. This occurence is evidently uccasional. 
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Measurements. 
Kapp Lil/I/('. Jllly 2Hth. 1950. 
D H Remarks [) H Remarks 
n1lll mt11 mm mm 
1 .2 < 1.0 -I com pa rtmen ts 1.7 < 1.0 partly developed c.-I. 
1.2 1.() » 1.7 1.0 » 
Lt) I.() "' 1.8 1.0 
I .11 I.() >, U) 1.0 >, 
1.5 1.0 » 1.7 1.0 » 
1.7 1.0 » 1.7 1.0 
1.7 I .n » 1.7 1.0 ,) 
1.4 I )0 » 1.7 1.0 6 compartments 
l.ti 1.0 ;v 1.8 1.0 » 
1.7 1.0 /' 1.8 1.0 » 
1.4 1.0 >, 2.0 1.0 ») 
1,4 1.0 4.0 2.3 » 
1.4 1.0 » 4.2 1.5 » 
1.3 1.0 4.2 2.7 » 
1.2 1.0 » 4.2 2.8 » 
1.3 1.0 » 4,4 2.2 » 
l.3 1.0 5.3 1.8 » 
1.3 1.0 » 5.3 2.5 » 
1,4 1.0 » 6.0 5,4 » 
1.6 1.0 » 6:1 4,4 » 
1.6 1.0 » 6 ,4 4.0 » 
1.6 1.0 » 6.5 3.7 ;> 
1.5 1.0 6.6 2.6 » 
1.2 1.0 6.7 3.3 » 
lA 1.0 » 7.0 4,4 :> 
1,4 1.0 » 7.0 5.2 
1.5 1.0 » 7.6 4.6 » 
1.5 1.0 8.0 8.0 » 
1.4 1.0 » 8.2 .+.2 
1.4 1.0 ;" N.R 5.5 
RllSsckcila, J11ly 30th, 1 !J50. 
D H� Remarks Dj H Remarks 
mm mm mm mm 
1 .5 < 1.0 4 compartments 1.7 1.0 partly developed c.-\. 
l.3 1.0 » 1.5 1.0 » 
lA 1.0 » 1.7 1.0 » 
1.3 1.0 '0 1.5 1.0 » 
1,4 1.0 » 1.6 1.0 » 
1.2 1.0 » 1.7 1.0 » 
1. 1 1.0 » 1.6 1.0 » 
1.3 1.0 >, 1.7 1.0 » 
1.4 1.0 » 1.5 1.0 » 
1.2 1.0 1.6 1.0 » 
1.2 1.0 ;> 1.6 1.0 
1,4 1.0 >'> 1.5 1.0 » 
1.5 1.0 !> 1.6 1.0 
1.3 I.() " 1.8 1.0 
1.5 1.0 >, 1.5 1 .0 » 
1.4 1.0 » 1.5 1.0 
1.3 1.0 » 1.6 1.0 
1.4 1.0 » 1.7 1.0 » 
I .:� 1.0 I.ti I .n 
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Russekeila continued. 
0 H Remarks 0 H Remarks 
mm mm mm mm 
1.6 < 1.0 partly developed c.-I. 1.9 < 1.0 6 compartments 
1.7 1.0 » 1.9 1.0 » 
1 .7 1.0 » 2.0 1.0 » 
1.5 1.0 » 1.7 1.0 » 
1.7 1.0 » 1.8 1.0 » 
1.4 1.0 » 1.8 1.0 » 
1.8 1.0 6 compartments 4.3 2.6 » 
1.9 1.0 » 5,4 4.0 » 
1.9 1.0 » 5.5 3.0 » 
1.8 1.0 » 5.5 2.9 » 
1.7 1.0 » 6.5 3.0 » 
1.7 1.0 » 7.5 3.6 » 
1.7 1.0 » 7.8 3.6 » 
2.1 1.0 » 8.0 3.0 » 
1 .8 1.0 » 8.2 4.0 » 
2.3 1.0 » 9.5 7.6 » 
Oronfjorden, August 2nd, 1950. 
0 H Remarks Dj H Remarks 
mm mm mm mm 
1.1 < 1.0 4 compartments 2.0 < 1.0 partly developed c.-I. 
1 .2 1.0 » 2.0 1.0 » 
1.2 1.0 » 2.0 1.0 » 
1.2 1.0 » 2.0 1.0 » 
1.3 1 .0 >" 2.0 1.0 » 
1.3 1 .0 " 2.0 1.0 >, 
U 1.0 )' 2.0 1.0 :;-, 
1.4 1.0 >', 2.0 1.0 ., 
1.4 1.0 ). 2.1 1.0 
1.4 1.0 » 2.2 1.0 " 
1.4 1.0 )' 2.2 1.0 )' 
1.5 1.0 :;-, 2.2 1.0 )' 
1.0 1.0 >, 2. 1 1.0 tl compartments 
I.t) 1.0 >, 2.2 1.0 >, 
I.t) 1.0 )' 2.2 1.0 ., 
I , ti I.() )' 23 1.0 " 
I.ti 1.0 2,3 1.0 
I.H 1.0 :U 1.0 
I.H 1.0 2,4 I.() 
I.ti 1.0 partly developed (,,-I. 2,4 1.0 
1.7 1.0 2.4 I.() 
1.7 1.0 25 1.0 
1.7 1,0 25 1.0 
I .H 1.0 2,7 I.() 
I.S 1.0 2,7 1.0 
I.H 1.0 2,6 1.0 ;-:, 
1.8 1 .0 2,0 1.0 
U! 1 .0 2,7 1.0 
I.H 1.0 2,7 1.0 
I,H 1.0 2,7 I.() 
I.H 1.0 2,H I.!l 
I :�J I.() 2,H I.() 
I.� l.!l 2,H 1 .0  
I.(� 1.0 2,H 1,0 
UJ 1.0 2,H 1.0 
UJ l.!l 2,H I.f) 
4 
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Gnmfjorden continued. 
D I H 
Remarks D H Remarks 
mm mm mm mm 
2.R 1.0 G compartments 4.R 1.4 6 compartments 
2.9 1.0 » 4.R 1.7 » 
2.9 1.0 » 4.R 1.7 » 
2.9 1.0 » 5.0 2.2 » 
3.0 1.0 ), 5.0 1.5 » 
3.0 1.0 » 5.0 2.2 » 
3.0 1.0 » 5.1 2.0 » 
3.1 1.0 » 5.2 2.0 » 
3.1 1.0 » 5.4 2.2 » 
3.2 1.0 » 5.6 2.0 » 
3.3 1.0 » 5.6 2.0 » 
3.6 1.2 » 6.0 1.9 » 
4.0 2.0 » 6.0 2 .1 » 
4.0 1.7 » 6.4 3.0 » 
4.0 1.7 » 6.6 1.7 » 
4.1 1.2 » 0.6 1.3 » 
4.4 1.3 7.3 2.0 » 
4.0 I.R » 7.6 3.G » 
4.7 1.:1 7.0 3.3 » 
Kapp Lillfu'. August 13th. 1950. 
D ,'
H 
I Remarks D H Remarks 
mm mm mm mm 
1.2 < 1.0 ·l compartments 1.7 < 1.0 partly developed c.-\. 
1.3 1.0 » 1.7 1 .0 » 
1.3 1.0 ;) 1.7 1.0 » 
1.3 1.0 )) I.R 1.0 » 
1.3 1.0 » 1.8 1.0 » 
1.3 1.0 » 1.8 1.0 » 
1.4 1.0 » 1.9 1.0 » 
lA 1.0 » 1.7 1.0 6 compartments 
1.4 1.0 ;> 1.7 1.0 » 
1.4 1.0 ;> 1.R 1.0 » 
1.4 1.0 1.R 1.0 » 
1.4 1 .0 I.R 1.0 .? 
1.4 1.0 1.8 1.0 
1.4 1.0 1.8 1.0 
1.4 1.0 1.9 1.0 
1.3 1.0 1.9 1.0 
1.5 1.0 1.9 1.0 
1.5 1.0 2.0 1.0 
1.5 1.0 2.0 l.() 
1.4 1.0 partly developed L.'1. 2.0 I.() 
lA 1 .0 :Ul I.n 
1.-1 l.() 2.1 1.0 
1.5 I .n 2.2 1.0 
I':) I .() 2.2 1.() 
1.(; 1.0 2.2 1.0 
1.(; 1.0 2.2 1.0 
I.f; 1.0 2.3 I .() 
1.(; 1.0 2.·1 1.() 
1.7 1.0 2..'1 1.0 
1.7 1.0 )'> :�.2 2.0 » 
1.7 1.0 :�.f; 3.5 
1.7 I .0 -1.(; ,I.:{ 
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Kapp Linlle continued. 
0 H Remarks 0 H Remarks 
mm mm mm mm 
4.7 3.0 6 compartments 5.7 4.6 6 compartments 
5.5 2.5 » 5.8 3.0 » 
5.6 2.0 » 5.8 4.3 » 
5.6 4.0 » 5.9 2.6 » 
5.5 2.5 » 6.0 3.7 » 
6.0 3.5 » 7.8 4.0 » 
6.0 3.4 » 7.7 5.5 » 
6. 1 3.8 » 7.9 4.6 » 
6.2 3.6 » 8.0 7.6 » 
6.5 4.0 » 8.2 4.8 » 
6.5 3.5 » 8.4 4.0 » 
6.5 3.0 » 8.5 3.6 » 
6.6 4.2 » 8.6 4.2 » 
6.7 4.4 » 8.7 3.6 >, 
6.8 4.4 8.8 5.3 >, 
li.8 5.5 9.0 4.0 >" 
6.�1 2.5 �I.O 45 " 
7.n 4.6 >, �).n 6.2 ') 
7.n 45 >'> 9.3 4.4 
7.1 4.:i 10.0 45 
75 .I.:i 10.0 55 
75 :t7 " 105 0. I 
7.fi 3.:i 10.7 4.5 ',) 
7 . Ii 5.2 10.9 n.8 /> 
7.7 !").O 11.2 li.O 
Braruiaipyntt'TI , Allgllst 15th, I Y50. 
[) H Remarks D II I 
Remarks 
!TU 11 film mm mm 
,1.0 3.-1 I, compartments 7. 1 - 3.6 I, COJllpartmellts 
-1.2 2.5 7.3 ·13 
4.:) 3.0 7.4 2.7 
4.7 3,7 7.5 ;1.1 
:c) .n 3.3 7.5 fl.5 
:').0 3.0 KO :).4 
5.0 '2.7 KO 5.6 
:i.n 2.Ii 8.5 tU) 
5.2 2.5 K,t) ·+.0 
5.5 2.2 K.7 5,7 
�.5 2,fi (1.2 :).7 
!),fl 3.8 9,.'i t),n 
5.6 :l.O 9.7 4.5 
5.fi -1.ti 97 5,ti 
{,.O :1.3 9,H 5,0 
ti.-1 :U �).4 fi,.'i 
{1.4 ·1.5 �).9 5.5 
li,,') ·1.0 10.0 ti..'i 
li.5 4.8 10.0 5.0 
li.fi :�.s 10.S 13.7 J" 
fi.7 ·U II,{) 5.1 
1>.7 5.4 11.3 5,t) 
li.q 4.!) 11.3 1),2 )'> 
7.0 :ts 12.3 6.2 » 
7.0 -1.5 12.7 4.7 » 
13.li 6.3 >' 
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Kapp Martin, Allgllst 31st, 1950. 
0 H Remarks 0 H I Remarks 
mm mm mm mm 
1.8 < 1.0 4 compartments 7.0 3.4 fi compartments 
2.1 1.0 6 compartments 7.2 3.6 >, 
2.2 1.0 » 7.2 3.4 » 
2.3 1.0 » 7.6 4.4 » 
2.4 1.0 » 7.8 4.1 )) 
2.4 1.0 » 7.8 3.9 » 
2.5 1.0 » 7.8 4.2 » 
2.5 1.0 » 8.0 6.0 » 
2.8 1.0 » 8.0 4.3 )" 
2.1 1.0 ») 8.1 5.0 » 
3 .2 1.4 » 83 3.4 » 
3.8 23 » 8.4 4.5 » 
4.0 2.2 » 8.9 5.4 » 
4.3 1.6 » g.O 6.1 » 
4.7 2.8 » 9.1 4.6 » 
4.8 2.4 » 9.2 4.8 » 
5.0 3.0 » 9.2 4.0 » 
5.1 3.1 » \).0 5.0 » 
5.1 3.3 ) 9.6 5.3 » 
5.4 4.0 '> 10.0 5.4 » 
:1.6 4.0 » 1 1.2 5.1 » 
5.7 2.4 » 11.4 :1.8 » 
B jlJrnhamna, Jllly 8th, 1952. 
D D 
mm mm 
4.2 1 1.3 
6.9 11.5 
7.1 11.5 
8.1 11.7 
9.7 12.6 
Sl.!) 12.7 
1 0,4 1 3.7 
11.2 
Afoscoya, Jllly 9th.1952. 
D H 0 H 0 I 11 
mm mm mm mm mm mm 
8.6 3.8 13.1 7.0 13 . 1 6.8 
!).3 4.2 H.H 3.2 1 3.8 7.0 
�l.!l 3.8 9,4 4.5 I:t!) 7.2 
I O.�) :1.\1 10.2 n.o 14.0 4.'1 
11.0 :Hl 10.() I I. I 14.1 :1.0 
1 1.7 :1.7 11.1 5.0 
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Smeerenburg, July 11th, 1952. 
0 H D H D H 
mm mm mm mm mm mm 
5.6 3.8 7.9 4.1 7.8 3.0 
8.5 4.3 8.6 4.0 9.6 4.2 
9.7 3.5 9.7 4.4 10.0 5.1 
10.1 6.5 10.2 5.2 10.3 4.5 
11.3 5.1 12.6 5.7 
Birgerbukta, August 23rd, 1952. 
0 H D H D H D H 
111111 111111 111 m 111111 111111 11101 mm 111111 
7.5 8.3 9.0 4.3 9.5 4.7 10.8 6. 1 
7.7 11.0 9.0 7.2 9.5 12.3 11.0 7.2 
8.0 10.0 9.0 13.2 10.0 14.1 11.3 10.:-1 
8.0 14.3 9.1 13.0 10.2 13.4 11.7 7.1 
8.5 5.5 9.3 16.3 10.3 7.8 11.8 5.1 
8.5 10.7 9.4 12.1 10.5 5.1 12.3 6.1 
8.5 12.3 9.4 12.2 10.6 14.4 12.5 8.9 
12.5 11.5 
12.6 7.4 
lndre Norskoya, July 14th, 1952. 
D H D H D H 0 H 
mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm 
4.1 2.5 7.4 4.1 9.1 6.6 10.2 5.2 
5.9 4.0 8.1 4.3 9.8 6.2 10.8 6.5 
6.6 2.9 8.7 4.1 9.9 5.0 13.0 6.0 
7.4 4.0 9.0 2.8 9.9 5.2 
Biskayerhuken, August 20th, 1952. 
D H D H D H D H 
mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm 
6.7 4.0 10.2 6.0 11.4 7.5 12.7 6.8 
7.3 4.4 10.5 7.0 11.5 4.8 12.8 5.8 
7.6 3.5 10.6 8.0 11.5 6.0 12.8 6.6 
7.6 5.0 10.8 4.5 11.5 6.2 12.9 5.0 
8.0 4.0 10.8 6.5 11.6 6.0 12.9 7.2 
8.0 6.0 10.8 7.7 11.6 4.4 13.0 7.5 
8.1 5.8 10.9 6.0 11.6 6.7 13.0 8.9 
�1.1 4.0 10.9 6.0 11.7 4.3 13.4 5.8 
9.3 4.6 9.2 7.0 11.7 6.1 13.7 8.5 
9.5 5.0 11.0 4.3 11.8 6.5 13.0 7.3 
9.5 5.5 11.0 4.5 11.8 8.0 13.3 5.0 
9.5 7.6 11.0 6.0 11.8 7.7 14.3 7.0 
9.7 4.8 11.0 7.5 11.9 6.7 14.3 8.1 
9.7 6.2 11.1 4.0 12.0 8.3 15.1 5.6 
9.8 6.0 11.1 5.0 12.1 7.0 15.2 9.2 
10.0 7.0 11.1 5.4 12.2 5.2 16.1 9.2 
10.0 7.2 11.0 9.0 12.2 6.0 
10.1 5.2 11.2 6.0 12.2 8.2 
10.1 6.2 11.2 6.0 12.4 4.6 
10.2 9.0 11.2 6.9 12.4 5.2 
10.3 5.0 11.0 8.1 12.5 7.0 
10.2 7.0 11.4 4.0 12.6 7.0 
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Vcsle Raudfjord, July 27th, 1952. 
0 0 0 0 
mm mm mm mm 
H.[ !J.H [ 1.2 [ [.9 
8.2 10.5 11.4 [ 2.4 
9.3 [l.[ [ 1.8 [2.8 
Bjorn/zamna, August 28th, JU52. 
I I 
.. -
H
� [ 
0 H 0 H 0 0 H 
mill m 111 mlll 111111 III m III 111 mm lllm 
35 12 H. [ I.() !I.O .1.;"; [0.1 
3 .7 l.3 H.[ �J.O ;J.:l 70. [ 
3.K 12 g.1 9.2 I (J,l 
:UI R'l �J2 101 
:HJ S3 9.1 I.;"; /0,2 h.1 
5.0 SA :U �1.2 63 1 0 . 2 1;.1 
5,3 8.5 3.9 �u L7 10.2 Hfi 
6.0 8.5 4.5 9.3 5(1 10.3 5.8 
6.8 8.5 h 'j ,1,,1 9:{ fi7 10.1 .'5.0 
11.9 8.6 4.4 !J.4 10.4 67 
7.0 3.1 8.7 :1.·[ \J.5 ,'15 10.5 fi.1 
7.0 8.7 4.5 9.6 5.1 IO.t) ·\.5 
7.1 H.7 4.5 9.11 5.2 10.7 
7.1 S.H :U 9.7 fi.O 1 1.0 
7.2 R.H ·13 !!.R 11.0 H.U 
7.5 R.H .J.7 !).K :1.7 11 .0 8.2 
7.6 8.8 !l.8 h. I 1 1.1 
7.fi !I.U !J.D 1.4 11.2 
7.7 ;l.() !J.O !Hl 7.h 11.2 :J.7 
7.7 D.O 10.0 :L'l 11.4 h.O 
7.9 5.0 !l.O 10.0 S.R 11.5 :u� 
11.5 6.2 
11.5 7.7 
11.6 6.\1 
12.5 .1.:) 
13.0 15,] 
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PLATES 
Plate I. 
Balanus balanoides (L. ) from Kapp Linne collected August 8th, 1950. Adults and 
first-year specimens. X 3.5 . ColI. Nr. 183. 
Plate 11. 
Ba/anus ba/ono ides (L.) from Kapp Martin, collected August 31 st, 1950. Three 
generations distinguishable? X 3.3. ColI. Nr. 178. 
Plate Ill. 
Ba/anus ba/anoides (L.) from Brandalpynten, collected August 15th , 1950. Adults 
only. X 3.2. ColI. N r. 180. 
Plate IV. 
Ba/anus ba/anoides (L.) on a diabase block from Grunfjorden, collected August 2nd, 
1950, adults and first-year specimens. Scale in cm. ColI. Nr. 179. 
Plate V. 
Opercular valves of a specimen of B. balanoides from Brandalpynten, CoIl. Aug. 
15th 1950. (Nr. 157.) 
a. Scutum, external view ( X  12). 
b. Tergum, internal view ( X  12). 
c. Scutum, internal view ( X  12). 
Opercular valves of a first-year specimen from Kapp Linne, colI. July 28th 1950 
(Nr. 149). 
d. Scutum, internal view ( X  40). 
e. Tergum, external view ( X  40). 
Opercular valves of specimens from Kapp Linne, coli. July 28th 1950 (N r. 161). 
f. Scutum, internal view ( X  15). 
g. Tergum, internal view ( X  15). 
h. Scutum, internal view ( X  15). 
Opercular valves of a specimen from Kapp Linne, coIl. Aug. 8th 1950 (Nr. 156). 
i. Tergum, external view ( X  11.5). 
k. Scutum, external view ( X  11.5). 
I. and m, internal view of i and k .  
Plate V. 
Plate VI. 
Opercular valves from specimens of B. balanoides from Russekeila, coIl. July 30th 
1950 (Nr. 152) X 13. 
Plate VII. 
Fig. I. Balanus halanoides from the under surface of a block at Birgerbukta. 
Per Svendsen photo, Aug. 24th 1952. 
Fig. 2. Balanus balanoides on bedrock at Bjornhamna. 
Per Svendsen photo, July 10th 1952. 
Plate VIII. 
Fig. 1. Basal view of a specimen of B. balalloides from Kapp Martin, collected 
3 1-8-50, CoIl. Nr. 17 1, showing ripening gonads (Cf. p. 37) (Greater part of the 
ovary removed to show the penis) X 8. 
Fig. 2. Basal view of the wall of a specimen from Russekeila, collected 30-7-50, 
CoIl. Nr. 172. X 4. Showing obliteration of parietal tubes at the basal edge. 
-Fig. 3. Basal view of the wall of a specimen from Russekeila, collected 30-7-50, 
Coli. Nr. 172, X 4. Showing regular parietal tubes and lowest transverse septa. 
Fig. 4. Scutum and tergum of a specimen from Kapp Linne, collected 28-7-50, 
Coli. Nr. 161, X 15. 
fig. 5. B. balanoides on bedrock at Smeerenburg. 
Per Svendsen photo, July 11 th 1952. 
Plate VIII. 
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